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WEATHER

POTTERY SALE

PERFECT PICNIC

Ceramics and jewelry made by art
students will be sold outside the
Powell Building today. See Activities
for other fund-raiser information. BS

Planning a romantic picnic or
just a casual get together?
Check out the Accent page for
keys to the perfect picnic. 87

AcnvrnEs

A CCENT

TODAY High
72, Low 52,
partly cloudy
FRIDAY High
69, Low S3,
showers
SATURDAY
High 58, Low
45, cloudy
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Tornado hits
in Madison
High winds, hail
rockBerea; 700
homes damaged
BY DUSTIN SMOTHERS

News writer
Joyce Slusher was awakened
early Saturday morning when she
heard hail slamming against the side
of her trailer.
Slusher, a Berea resident, found
herself caught in the middle of a
devastating tornado.
"I looked out and heard the
wind," Slusher said. "Something
told me to go the the bathroom. I
threw some towels over my head
and hung on to the bathroom door.
"The roof was coming off and
everything was collapsing," she
said. "The walls and roof were
totally gone."
Slusher came out of the incident
with just a few cuts and bruises.
"I was in shock," she said. "I was
in disbelief."
The next morning family and
friends helped her clean up the
mess and her clothes that were scat-

tered in the road by the wind.
Slusher said she was lucky she
heard the hail because there were no
sirens to warn the citizens of the
storm.
Jesse Cain, a communications
officer at the Madison County
Emergency Management Agency,
said the sirens were not activated
because the center only operates
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.
Cain said even if someone had
been in the center Saturday morning
it would have still been hard to activate the warning sirens because the
policy only allows them to give
information after a tornado is confirmed by the national weather service.
He said there was no confirmation when the tornado hit Berea.
The tornado damaged more than
700 homes and 25 businesses,
according to the press release.
Sandy Chowning's "I Love My
Stuff" craft shop was among the
businesses damaged.
"One of craft shop workers from
up the street called me about 6 a.m.
and told me a tornado had damaged
SEE TORNADO, PAGE A6

Progress/DANNA ESTRIDGE
11,400 spectators last Thursday night in Alumni Coliseum along with special
guest Daryie Singletary. The concert was one of two that took place last week, with Shai performing Wednesday evening.
'
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Preacher kicked off campus after enraging students
But back on campus after
completing paperwork
BY JAMIE NEAL

Assistant news editor
Ken Jones came to campus last week to
spread the word but soon left, courtesy of
campus police.
The non-denominational Jones is a traveling preacher who made a stop at Eastern
Wednesday to speak to students about God,

religion and morals.
"He was escorted away from the plaza
and shown where he could get permission to
solicit his message," said Wynn Walker,
assistant director of public safety. "He was
violating the university's policy by speaking
without being assigned a particular place to
speak."
Skip Daugherty. dean of student development, said it has always been policy at
Eastern for any individual who wishes to
speak to an organization or group of people
to register at his office and be aware of the

assigned speaking areas. The individual
must fill out a form stating who they are and
where they are from, and the form must be
approved by Daugherty.
"We have never turned down anyone's
request to speak or tried to take anyone's
First Amendment rights away on this campus," Daugherty said. "We just ask them to
register so we are aware of their presence."
Although Daugherty said no one has
ever been denied the right to speak, he said
the university does reserve the right to ask a
speaker to leave if necessary. He said hav-

ing Jones removed was a necessary action.
and not just because he hadn't registered.
Daugherty said he was working on the
Shai concert at the time Jones was speaking,
but he was told that Jones began attacking
students with his words.
"When Jones began to incite students
instead of excite them, ii went far beyond his
First Amendment rights." D.iuyhcrty said.
Kevin Madauss, a Lambda Chi member,
said the preacher particularly singled out
Greek students for his verbal attack. He said
Jones was calling any jrirl donning Greek

Moberly, Barclay face off in election
House appropriations and revenue chair
CANDIDA
TE
CONSIDER
A
TIONS
As Richmond natives Harry Moberty and Jerry Barclay campaign for
says his experience key in election

the 81 st District state representsUvs seat, four issues have come to
the forefront, leading up to the May 28 Democratic primary.

BY MARY ANN LAWRENCE

News editor
Harry Moberly. the Democratic
incumbent for the 81st District,
grew up around politics.
"My grandfather was county
judge My cousin, Harold, who was
sort of the political mentor of the
family, was ABC commissioner,"
he said. "So I grew up listening to
political discussions around the
dinner table."
Since those early days of afternoon discussions with relatives,
Moberly has stacked up 16 years of
political prowess and is preparing
to pit that against fellow Madison
Countian Jerry Barclay.
Barclay
has
questioned
Moberly's commitment to educa-

SEE MOBERLY, PAGE AS

News editor
When Jerry Barclay's daughter
was denied permission to run a
petition campaign for the valedictorian of her class to speak at graduation. Barclay got involved with politics.
"We got to wondering. 'If

they're treating our daughter like
that, how are they treating other
students,'" he said. "The more
questions we asked, the more questions we had."
Out of their questions, came a
whirl of controversy and a fight
Barclay has been engaging in for
SEE BARCLAY, PAGE AB

SEE PREACHER, PAGE A6

INSIDE

STICK IT UP THE MIDDLE
Drew Hall (32)
led all rushers
with 29 yards in
Saturday's
Maroon and
White scrimmage. The
Colonels ended
their spring
drills Monday.
For complete
details of the
game, check
out the Sports
page. B6

tion and his commitment to
Madison County, saying. "Harry
has become complacent. He's been
in there too long."
Moberly said he's running
because he feels he can do a lot for
Madison County as well as the state
through his position as House
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee chair.
His tenure as a representative
began in 1979, when he defeated
Democratic incumbent and House
Majority Whip Dwight Wells.
"I had always been interested in
the General Assembly and had followed it closely," he said. "When I
came back to Richmond, after I
graduated from law school and

Daughter drew challenger into politics;
large turnout will help chances, he says
BY MARY ANN LAWRENCE

letters obscene names.
"He also called all the Greeks 'cigarettesmoking sinners.' He just wanted to start a
big riot." Madauss said.
Madauss said he feels everyone has the
right to speak freely, but when Jones begat)
acting like a nuisance, it was time for him to
be escorted away from the angry students.
Madauss wasn't the only Greek with (he
feeling Jones was singling them out. Amber
Bush, an Alpha Gamma Delta, said Jones
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VOTING REMINDER
Have you registered to
vote yet? If not, don't
worry, the County
Court Clerk's office will
stay open until 6 p.m.
Monday to provide citizen's ample opportunity to register. Monday
is the last day to register if you want to vote
in the May primary.
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Give and take
make friends,
memories last
Occasionally, I sit around and think about
where my life is headed. Did I choose the
right major, the right college? Where will I be
and what will I be doing in 10,20 years?
And will I still keep in contact with the
friends I have made while at Eastern?
With spring Anally here and the end of the
semester just two weeks away, it brings the
latter question to the forefront.
When you come to a
university, it's common to
meet people from other
areas of the state or region.
It is also common to lose
contact with these people
when graduation finally
MattMcCarly
hits.
For me, graduation will Au. Pours
CONSIDERED
happen in 54 weeks. But
friends can still be gone just as quick as they
came.
I realized how easily it is to lose touch with
people when I came to Eastern. My friends
from home were just that — friends from
home whom I rarely hang out with anymore.
Even friends who ventured to Eastern also
are removed from my everyday life. It's
depressing to think about how easily a friendship can fade.

Fading friendships
College is a totally different story. You
can't go home and run into your friends at a
Wal-Mart. When you or a friend leave school
for the summer or for good, chances are you
won't keep in touch like you'd want.
One friend decided to go back home to
school in Wisconsin. He was the first new
friend I made when I came to Eastern. It was
then I realized how quickly new friends can
begone.
But with the miracle of modern technology, known as e-mail, it is a little easier to keep
in contact with people. It takes just a few minutes to drop someone a line.
At some point though, the correspondences
will get farther apart and eventually stop.
I'm sure everyone here was told one at
some point, "Keep in touch," or "Don't forget
to write."
The problem is they do forget to write.
People get caught up in their own lives and
just don't have the time to call, write or einail.
They may think they'll get around to it
tomorrow, but the truth is tomorrow won't
come. It really bothers me how little I communicate with people who were my best friends
growing up.

Long-distance friends
Now that summer is almost upon us, I hope
I will be able to keep in touch with friends
I've made here.
I have one "friend" in particular who I
want to stay in touch with. But being 200
miles away and working will make it difficult.
The key will be making an effort.
We will have to give a little to keep our
relationship going, and I guess that's what it's
all about. Giving a little.
Whether it's someone you graduated high
school with, met in English 101 or only run
into at a family reunion, you have to want to
stay friends.
Because friendship isn't something that
just happens, you have to work to establish it
and work even harder to keep it.
I know I'll probably never go camping
with my high school buddies again. We'll
probably never stay up watching movies
we've seen a hundred times talking about how
much wc hate now and long for tomorrow.
But one thing wc will always have are
those memories. And it will be those memories that will keep us going, keep us saying we
will call tomorrow even though we know we
won't.
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Money management

RA decrease changes little, saves a lot
When students come back to their residence halls
next semester, there will be the same check-in system, the same sized rooms and the same hall rules.
There will also be one difference — fewer resident assistants.
The university is planning to cut the number of
RAs from 115 to 91, which means fewer people are
going to be monitoring more floors.
Some RAs have expressed concern that their work
load will increase and some floors will be left without supervision. The remaining RAs will be responsible for more students and will get relatively little
pay —just a little more than $40 a week.
While it seems unfair to make 91 — or 20 percent
fewer — people do the job of 115, for the same pay,
the RAs are not and will not be overworked.
The responsibilities of an RA traditionally include
monitoring a floor of a residence hall, conducting i
periodic floor meetings and activities and being there
to help students with problems.
These requirements may seem like lofty expectations for a full-time student and impossible with a
smaller number of people, but that isn't the case.
The RA position sounds important, and to a certain extent it is. However, as it is, there are too many
doing too little.

It isn't uncommon for a student living on campus
to not even know their RA's name or participate in
floor activities.
The residents may even rarely see them unless
they end up on the elevator together.
This being the case, the cutback of RAs should
have little effect on residence halls. Besides, the
decrease in hall staff has been a long time coming.
With fewer and fewer students living on campus,
fewer RAs are needed.
Two halls —Commonwealth arid Keene — were
used as test halls last semester and no one seemed to
notice there were fewer RAs hanging around those
front desks.
When all is said and done, 91 RAs can work well
with the residents, and the cutbacks may not even be
noticed. Since the university can become more efficient and save $30,000 with this change, it's a wise
move.
Maybe the money saved can be used for a pay
raise for RAs who are willing and responsible
enough to do a good and bigger job.
BOTTOM LINE: While it may seem like a bad
decision to trim residence hall staffs, the move will
actually respond to a decreasing number of residents
and better reflect the work load of RAs.

Students prove they care on Earth Day
Those of us in our teens and 20s have been lucky
enough to have been dubbed a plethora of delightful
names by the generations before us.
We are known as "20-somethingers," "Generation
X" and "the me generation" just to name a few.
All the names suggest that we have no direction or
identity except that we are young and self-centered.
"Generation X" helped shed those stereotypes and
made good things happen on campus on Earth Day,
celebrated Monday.
Many campus groups including the Student Art
Association, Theta Chi. the Dance Theatre and the
Recreation Club gave up some of their Saturday to
take part in the Earth Day Music Fest sponsored by
the Sierra Club.
The day was about learning new ways to live that
will make small, but significant, changes in the fight
to help our environment. The day was also concerned
with working today to make a better world for those
who will come after us.
Earth Day is not the only day when people on this
campus are concerned with the environment.
In most residence halls and many classroom buildings, there are aluminum can recycling bins. The uni-

versity is also making a great effort to recycle whatever paper it can.
Besides recycling, many college students are helping the environment in ways they may not even realize. By walking nearly everywhere they go, students
cut down on fuel emissions that threaten our already
weakened ozone layer. While walking home from
downtown on Thursday night is much safer than driving, it's also good for the environment.
Students can also be seen traveling in carloads of
people. It's not only more fun and cheaper to ride
with others than by yourself, but it also cuts down the
number of cars on the road.
It's nice to see "20-somethingers" working to
prove the title of "me generation" is undeserved.
Many members of our generation have broken out of
the stereotypes to find direction and purpose. They
are giving of themselves to make the world better —
not only for themselves, but for the generations that
will follow.
BOTTOM LINE: It's up to "Generation X" to
help save the enviroment, so continue the good
efforts, including dropping this issue of the Progress
in a recylable can when you're finished reading.
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Walking after
midnight
teaches lesson

■ To report a news story or idea:
News
Mary Ann Lawrence

622-1872

Features
Jennifer Almjeld

622-1882

Activities
Janna Gillaspie

622-1882

Danna Estridge

622-1882

Sports
Brian Simrns
■ To reach us by e-mail

622-1882

Hat chase
It sailed across the guard rail and disappeared into the darkness. I scrambled after it.
Not only was it freezing out there, but my
great-aunt bought that hat for me for Christmas
and I was more afraid to tell her how I lost it
than I was to face whatever dangers lurked in
the shadows beyond the guard rail.
The feeble beam of my flashlight searched
in vain for the hat, but I did manage to frighten
a small animal hidden in the underbrush.
"Oh, please," I prayed silently, "don't let it
be a skunk!"
I leaped back across the guard rail just as
another 18-wheeler sped past, its headlights
catching a small, round object on the roadway.
My hat!
I retrieved the errant headwear, not questioning which law of physics it had violated in
order to get back onto the opposite side of the
guard rail.
I headed toward Richmond again, crossing
to the northbound lanes with a vague idea that
someone might come along to rescue me.
As I trudged up the highway, I spent half
my time hoping someone would stop to give
me a ride and the other half afraid someone
might actually do so.

No Wonder Woman
That night wasn't the first time I'd been the
victim of car trouble. It wasn't even the first
time I'd faced a similar situation alone.
But out on that big. dark highway alone, is
the first time I remember feeling so, well,
insignificant.
Everything around me seemed magnified,
larger than life.
The moonless night sky seemed to stretch
into infinity. I couldn't tell where the sky
ended and the earth began. The world was
swallowed by the darkness.
I'd never felt so small, so unimportant. I
didn't like it, and I don't think I'll ever forget it.
I made it back to town on my own and
called a friend to come pick me up. She let me
spend the night, then gave me a ride to campus
the next day.
If there's a lesson in all this, I suppose I
learned that I'm not really Wonder Woman, no
matter how hard I sometimes try to be.
I need help on occasion. I'm vulnerable.
I'm human.
I suppose it's a lesson I had to learn eventually. I just wish I hadn't had to learn it at midnight on 1-75.
Estridge is a senior journalism major from
London and is arts editor for the Progress.

CORRECTION

Internet: progress@acs.eku.edu
■ To suggest a photo or obtain a
reprint:
Marie Moffitt
622-1578

—
Karen Janssen's name was spelled incorrectly in
last week's paper.

■ To place an ad:
Display Advertisement
Monica Keeton

622-1881

Classified Advertisement
Anne Norton

Arts

I left the Progress office just after midnight
one Tuesday a couple of weeks ago. I'd been
working on the arts page, trying to get it ready
to go to press the following day.
I headed toward home — London, 46 miles
south on Interstate 75 — never suspecting that
night would turn out to be one of the most miserable of my life.
About 2 miles south of
Richmond, my engine started |
sputtering. I pulled off the
highway just «s it died.
There was no way that
truck was going any further
that night. I decided to aban- |
don ship.
I zipped up my jacket.
Ykmna
wrapped my scarf around
n-triA
my face, pulled on my hat, «*"""**
grabbed my flashlight,
*** TuRN
stepped out into the cold,
dark night and started walking.
Now, normally. I'm not afraid to be alone.
But walking two miles up the interstate at midnight is enough to strike fear into even the
bravest of souls.
So there I was, walking back toward
Richmond. 18-wheelers zipping by so fast that
one blew my hat off.

622-1881

■ To subscribe:
Subscriptions are available by mail at
a cost of $16 per semester, or $32 per
year payable in advance. Please send a
check to Ann.: Subscriptions, 117
Donovan Annex, Richmond, Ky.

The Progress will publish its final issue
of the school year May 2. If you are interested in writing a letter to the editor, have
news ideas or want to place an ad, please
contact the Progress by noon, Monday,
April 29.
The Progress will publish a summer
issue July 11 and a Back to Campus special edition a week before classes
start. The first Issue of the fall semester
will be Aug. 29.
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UPS & DOWNS

PEOPLE POLL
Compiled by Dustin Smothers

Q: What difference do you think fewer RAs
will make?
Down to:

Up to:

Up to:

Kari Larsen

County officials

Jason Dunn and
Marc Collins

The track team graduate assitant ran the 26mile Boston Marathon in
3:32:38 last week. Way to
go, Kari.

The county has a lot of
money invested in the
EMA to help warn residents of danger, yet they
don't fund it enough to
keep it open 24 hours.

Dunn, a tight end, and
Collins, a place kicker/
punter, will get a shot in
the NFL with Philadelphia
and Seattle, respectively.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Distance learning lacks true interaction
This letter is a follow-up on the
long distance learning issue.
I thought it interesting that the
newspaper decided to retitle
Professor Charles Forester's letter
from, "You Too Can Virtually
Learn Something," to 'Technology
Takes Away From Old-Fashioned
Teaching." Characterizing his essay
as a cry for "old-fashioned" teaching demonstrates how the banner of
technological progress carries distance learning across the academic
threshold with such unreflective
head-nodding.
In response to the paper's editorial and Professor Richard Snair's
letter, both supportive of distance
learning, obviously a few misconceptions need to be cleared up.
First, on-campus students have
been and are currently receiving
instruction from a talking head over
a TV monitor, under the auspices
of long-distance learning.
"Interaction" consists of a crude,
table-top switch that students
depress in the unlikely event they
have a question for their doc-in-abox.
Second, regardless of student's

performance on multiple-guess tests
over assigned readings, I have witnessed an atmosphere of total apathy in these courses — manifested
in card games, loud conversations,
magazine and newspaper reading,
studying for other real classes and
sprawled out-on-the-desk sleeping.
Even the most conscientious classroom monitor cannot force students
to feign attentiveness.
Third, without strict controls,
virtual learning has the potential to
degenerate into numerous undesirable mutations. For example, several departments have taken steps
toward videotaping lectures from a
professor's course, and then mailing
these lectures out to the potentially
limitless number of people that consider themselves "place-bound." For
those able to see videotaped courses
as a defilement of quality education,
please note how closely this form of
pedagogy resembles distance education itself.
In contrast to Professor Snarr's
views, this is indeed little different
than a "magazine university."
I doubt that the faculty opposed
to distance education are anti-tech-

nology, nor are we opposed to
broader access to higher education.
I'm sure that few of us tremble at
the sight of airplanes or use our
$3,000 computers as doorsteps.
Personally, my objection to this
new direction resides not so much
in what I oppose. Rather, it lies
more in why I chose the profession
of college professor: a devotion to
the educational experience, in the
classroom, discussing issues with
students, watching lights go on,
spontaneously raising questions and
enjoying after-class discussions.
I cannot imagine anything more
demotivating than sitting in a studio
and lecturing to a camera. I cannot
imagine a better way to destroy the
educational experience than to have
students, whether off or on campus,
watch a TV screen.
What professor, administrator or
student who understands, believes
in and enjoys all the dynamics of
the classroom experience could possibly argue for this type of education?
Peter Kraska
Associate professor

Melissa Howard,
junior, paralegal science, Jackson.

Lowania Eden, freshman, pre-law,
Lancaster.

"I don't think it will
make much of a difference, because they're
not that active in the
dormitory life as far as I
can see."

There will be a bigger
chance for people to
get in trouble,because
there is not enough
supervision."

broadcasting,
Rineyville.

Brian Owens, sophomore, sports supervision, London.

Gail Carter, senior,
clinical laboratory science, Liberty.

"It doesn't make any
difference to me,
because I live in a
apartment."

"A lot more trouble.
There is not going to be
enough supervision to
patrol the floors."

"It won't make a difference. The other ones
will just have to work
harder."

Jeff Hylton, senior,
construction technology
and economics,
Whitesburg.

The rules and regulations of the dorms
might not be followed
as closely."

Jamie Lynn, senior,

Disabled students benefit from proposal
The student senate has, in fact,
drafted a recent proposal which
would designate scheduling accommodations to our students with disabilities.
This particular proposal was initiated from the concerns of a student
with a disability, not haphazardly
thrown together with no direction.
The proposal would benefit many of
our students with disabilities in
many ways.

Early registration w^uld^jye^
students opportunities to register for
classroom buildings most accessible, as well as allowing for spacing
between classes for mobility purposes. The proposal would academically accommodate our students
with learning disabilities and other
"invisible" disabilities by opening
an opportunity to select professors
who are familiar with the academic
needs of this population of students.

as well as selecting a time frame
which would allow for extended
time for testing purposes.
This proposal isn't a new idea.
Several post-secondary educators in
and outside of Kentucky have scheduling for students with disabilities.
I applaud the work of our student
senate.
Teresa Bclluscio
Disabilities coordinator ■

24-hour open house a step in right direction
While reading the April 11 issue
of the Progress, a certain article
caught my eye. I am talking about
the 24-hour open house policy that
was just passed.
I agree wjth Jason VanOver
completely. The students should be
happy that three dorms have 24hour open house. If these students
show a little more responsibility
maybe other dorms will have the

same privilege.
The ones that are complaining
must not have been able to obtain a
room in a co-ed hall. I'm sorry to
hear that, but please don't try to ruin
it for everybody else.
Many people have been waiting
for this opportunity, and now it's
here. Rooms will be open in the
near future. All you can do is wait
until something is available.

GOOD LUCK
1996 GRADUATES
PICK UP YOUR CAP & GOWN THE WEEK OF
MONDAY, MAY

6 THRU SATURDAY, MAY 11.

1 want thank President Manly
Fundcrburk for passing the proposal. Many students are pleased with
that.
I hope things go well, because
Fundcrburk may decide to award us
by extending the 24-hour open
house to other halls.
Michael Jackson
Broadcasting

Eastern players prove they can be role models
I would like to thank three of
Eastern's basketball players for
helping out my fraternity. Tau
Kappa Epsilon, this weekend at a
free basketball clinic held April 20
at the Telford YMCA.
With all the negative feelings
about sports figures these days, it is
refreshing to know that there are
some of them who really do deserve
to be looked upon as role models.
DcMarkus Doss, Marty Thomas

and Warren Stukes were very helpful in our attempt to serve the community and deserve recognition for
their work.
They coached about 20 10-yearold children through a series of
drills and exercises in basic basketball skills and had a great time
doing it.
At the end of the camp, the players were practically mugged by
autograph-seeking children who

really seemed to admire the players.
The help ihcy gave to us and the
experience (hat the children had was
well appreciated.
These are three great examples,
among many more I am sure, of athletes at Eastern who really deserve
the honor of being called a role
model.
Adam Feldman
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Honored professors deserve better recognition
in

I understand Suzanne Tipton's
frustration when she wrote last
week about the Student Employee
of the Year being announced only in
News Briefs.
Earlier this spring. Eastern
announced the three winners of the
annual Foundation Professor
Award. This is a prestigious award

which recognizes the accomplishments of the outstanding faculty
members. Their pictures were published in the Lexington HeraldLeader, however. The Eastern
Progress chose to note their
achievements only in the News
Briefs — no pictures, not even a
short article.

To quote Ms. Tipton, "I hope
next year the Progress will try to do
better on the coverage of this yearly
award as our outstanding faculty
members and their accomplishments do deserve much better."
Beth Blanchard
International office

MOMENTOS AND GIFTS
are

also

available

No solution for parents who can't afford daycare
I am responding to the article
titled "Professors sick of kids visiting class with their parents" that
appeared in the April 11 issue of the
Progress.
As a parent, I can see both sides
of the issue. For me, if it wasn't for
my son Mark coming to college
with me. I would have to stay at

home because of my health.
Parents should take responsibility for their children no matter where
they go. Some of us parents should
not be penalized for other people's
actions.
I would be distracted taking a
test with added noise, but other
places should be provided for the

MM

children during test time.
Being a parent and a student, I
could not afford to pay daycare.
Maybe other students who don't
have class at these times could volunteer their service.

^UNIVERSITY
jE BOOKSTORE
CENTER ot CAMPUS

Jean Kincald
Undeclared
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Absences more common in spring
Warm weather takes
students'mind; off
classes, school work
BY PANETTA BARKER

Staff writer
Girls in their summer dresses.
The roar of motorcycles. The smell
of fresh-cut grass. Warm spring
breezei. The sunshine.
Spring is finally here. The worst
winter in memory is over. The
semester is coming to a close and
graduation is not far away.
So. in all this chaos, what is on
the minds of students and how
docs a teacher compete with
spring?
"Restlessness. We are in the
I Oth week of the semester, students
arc already inattentive, so with the
warm weather no one's mind is on
school." said James Kenkel. a professor in the English department.
He said he watches the spring
restlessness grow toward the end

of each semester.
"The warm weather is not the
only excuse," he said.
"I'd rather be riding • horse."
said Scott Ballinger. a freshman
from Richmond.
"You see how pretty it is outside, and everyone's thoughts go
right out the window."
There's no time for school work
or studying for finals now. Tanning
beds and sunbathing have taken the
place of study groups in the
library.
Professors and instructors say
while the warm weather draws a
lot of attention, it does help in the
classroom.
Dorinda Maynard, an instructor
for the health education department
says the sun brings smiles.
"I always can tell if the sun is
out when students come into the
classroom. In sunny weather, they
always come in smiling and happy,
but in the rain, I can see the
frowns. Students also seem more
eager to participate in class discussions when the weather is nice."

Maynard's class room has no
windows, so she relies on the
weather report from the students.
"It takes away my appetite. I
don't want to sit around and eat
anymore. I want to get outside. The
spring makes me feel young," said
freshman Kelly Rutlege.
"It makes me not want to be in
school anymore," said sophomore
Ann Ford.
Vanessa Hester, a freshman
from Shepardsville agreed with
Ford.
"The warm weather makes me
not want to go to class," she said.
"It makes me want to dig my
motorcycle out of the garage and
take off. My attention span is shot
when it is pretty outside. That's not
good because I tend to slack off at
the end of the semester anyway."
Scott Smith, a police administration major from Richmond, said
the weather makes school seem
boring.
After a tough winter, finally it is
time for warm sunshine, breezes
and driving with the top down.

NEWS BRIEFS
Compiled by Progress staff

Budget will highlight
Board of Regents meeting
The 1996-97 budget will top the
agenda of Saturday's Board of
Regents meeting. President Hanly
Funderburk said the budget would
take up most of the meeting, followed by the annual
report on personnel affairs and changes in academic
programs.
The budget, which Funderburk said is about $8 million more than last year's $133 million budget includes
more than $4 million for a wellness/classroom building
and money for a 5 percent average raise for faculty
members.
Funderburk said there weren't many significant
changes in programs this year.

:A>us

Summer school students need EKU
approval for classes at other schools
'- Students interested in attending summer school at
another university must gel approval before leaving
Eastern to ensure the courses will satisfy Eastern
requirements.
For transfer of general education courses, see
Mclanie Shaffer in Keith 125. Bring the transfer
school's schedule book with you. For support and
major requirements, go to your college administrative
assistant.

Stafford loans work on 12-month period
i Federal Stafford Loan annual limits now cover a 12rndnth period. This means that students who received a
Federal Stafford Loan (subsidized and/or unsubsidized)

for the maximum amount during the 1995 fall semester
and 1996 spring semesters cannot receive any Stafford
Loan money for intersession or summer school.
The Division of Student Financial Assistance will
be conducting exit counseling for all Stafford recipients who will be graduating in May. The sessions will
begin every hour starling at 9 a.m. and lasting until 5
p.m. April 29 and 30 in the Keen Johnson Building.

Public radio pledge drive a success
WEKU/WEKH, the university's public radio service, raised $53,616 in gifts and pledges from 897
donors in its spring pledge drive held last week. The
stations accept contributions at any time.
For more information, call 1-800-621-8890, extension 1661.

Mattingly wins national fellowship
Susan Mattingly recently received a $7,000 graduate
fellowship from Phi Kappa Phi honor society.
Mattingly, a senior chemistry and mathematics
major from Florence, was one of only 50 students to
receive the award. She will pursue graduate research in
chemistry at the University of Bath in the United
Kingdom. Mattingly said she selected Bath because a
research team there works in her area of interest —
extremophilic enzyme catalysis.
Mattingly has won a number of other honors and
awards at Eastern She is a member of Kappa Mu
Epsilon Mathematics Honor Society. Golden Key
Honor Society and Phi Kappa Phi. She also won the
Undergraduate Research Award given by the campus
chapter of Sigma Xi.

April 20
David L. Chenault. Danville.
was arrested for and. according to
ease reports from public safety, will
be charged with theft of services,
criminal possession of a forged
checkbook, reckless driving, driving without a license, disorderly
conduct, attempting to elude police
and receiving stolen property.
April 19
Rob Lee reported a cooler
stolen from outside the Powell
Building after it had been left there
alter Spring Fling.
April 18
Stacy McMullin. 19. Berea,
was arrested and-charged with alcohol intoxication.
Robert C. Rogers. Lexington,
was arrested and charged with alco-

April 17
Steve Stauffer. Todd and
Dupree Hall director, reported
something burning in Todd Hall
Room 416. The Richmond Fire
Department found a foam rubber
pillow against a bare light bulb in a
closet which was beginning to melt.
The area was ventilated and occupants were allowed back in.
Michael Rose. Palmer Hall,
reported a ring stolen from the
Palmer Hall shower area.
Vicky Welch. Clay Hall director, reported she had seen a black
male walking away from a chair he
had supposedly thrown. No one
witnessed the male throw the chair.
April 16

LOST AND FOUND.
SUMMER
CAMP
STAFF
WANTEO-Staff needed fortwo Girl FOUNDI A necklace in Begley
Scout resident camps. Bear Creek parking lot. Can 226-0593.
Aquatic Camp on Kentucky Lake/
Camp
Pennyroyal
near LOSTI Cambridge Day Planner,
Owensboro, Ky. Positions avail- navy canvas with tan leather trim.
able: Waterfront Staff, Boating REWARD OFFERED! No quesStaff, Unit Staff, EMT/Nurse, tions asked! Call 622-2432.
Business Manager. For more information, contact Kelley Mullaney
FOR RENT.
at the Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council (502)636-0900.
One attractively furnished bedroom In private home near EKU.
Law Enforcement Employment Available May 12. Cable, phone
Monthly. Nationwide Law Enforce- and all utilities. Call 624-1478.
ment Careers. Free information,
(810)852-9195.
FOR SALE.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- Students Needed I Fishing industry. Earn up to $3,000$6,000+ per month. Room and
board! Transportation! Male or female. No experience necessary.
Call (206)971-3510. ext. A55345.

The Graduation
magazine, that is.
Look for it in next
week's issue.
Advertisers,
call before tomorrow
afternoon to reserve
your spot.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

117 Donovan Annex
622-1881

Used Computers! 486/$650;
386SX/$295 and 286/$ 195 Call
624-3420 for more information.

WIN A FREE SWEAT SHIRT!

FOR SALE: 1988 Ford Ranger,
bed cover, new paint. $3,800. Call
625-0700, leave message.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn up lo $2,000+ per month MISCELLANEOUS.
working on cruise ships or land- SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS
tour companies. World travel (Ha- Train and jump the same day for
waii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) ONLY $90! Lackeys Airport. U.S.
Seasonal and full-time employment 25 South. 6 miles from bypass,
available. No experience neces- turn right on Menelaus Road. Satsary. For more information, call 1 - urday and Sunday. 10 a.m. For
information, call (606) 873-0311 or
206-971-3550, ext. C55345.
986-8202 weekends.
WORK OUf OF YOUR HOMEI
$1,750 weekly possible mailing our WILL DO RESEARCH FOR PAcirculars. For information, call 301 - PERS. Reasonable fees. Call 741306-1207.
1119 and leave message.
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Just be the first to
come down to First Gear,
and answer the following
question:
For what political figure
was the city Dallas, TX
named after?
i WMtai Mrtnnar Qr«g lemons
L«al mki mw: Ben FrankVn
pM mn (m MMMT, par MMMK (MM*)

Water Street Antiques &■ Collectibles
Locatcti in downtown Richmond
* Open "7 days a week*
129 First St. - 625-1524

GREAT TANNING

i

Tanning packages for EKU students

Compiled by Jamie Neal
hoi intoxication after he would not
get off the Daryle Singletary bus.
William Harris. Elvio. Ga . was
arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication after he would not get
off the Daryle Singletary bus.

HELP WANTED.
SATURDAY MORNING SUMMER
Astrological Compatibility Re- JOBI Now through September.
ports: For order forms, send Babysit 530 a.m. to noon. Our
S.A.S.E. to Astrocompatibility Re- home. Need reliable transportaporting, P.O. Box 23623, Lexing- tion. Cal 625-1785.
ton. Ky. 40523-3280.
WORK OUTDOORS I National
Respite Care Providers Needed- Parks, Forests, Wildlife Preserves,
Provide direct care for children and and Concessionaires are now hiradults with developmental disabili- ing seasonal workers. Excellent
ties in your home, their home, the benefits + bonuses! Call 1-206community, and respite site. Ref- 971-3620. ext. N55342.
erence check, police check and
drug screening required. For ap- CRUISE SHIP JOBSI Attention
plications or further information, Students! Earn $2.000+monthly.
contact Arc of the Bluegrass, Inc. Part-time/full-time. World travel.
at 898 Georgetown Street, Lexing- Caribbean, Hawaii. AN positions
ton.Ky. 40511 or 606-254-1580/1- available. No experience. Call (520)
800-766-1197.
505-3123.

RICHMOND'SOND WOl II SYSTEM "1 [RSI ( I ASS I.AWIM. SAI ON
I lie IH"-i Beds • New Bulbs • I h< I owesl Prices

POLICE BEAT
The following reports have
been filed with the university's
Division of Public Safety.

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Place classified ads before noon on Mondays S2 lor 10 words.

Richard Clark. Lexington,
reported that the left rear fender of
his car had been kicked by an
unknown black male while Clark
was driving on Park Drive. Clark
said he had slowed down to let a
female cross, and when he yelled
out the window to apologize for not
slowing down sooner, the male
approached his car. yelled at him
and kicked the fender.
Officer Dolly Steele reported a
microphone podium stolen from the
Wallace Building Room 121.
Sargit Singh. Richmond, reported his backpack stolen from the
campus bookstore.
April 14
Charles McKinley. Richmond,
reported someone had entered
Room F of the Foster Music
Building He and several other students have keys to the room and a
key can be checked out in the
music library, the last time a key
was checked out was on April 5.
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First Visit $2
Single visit $2.50 with ID
10 visits $20
15 visits $26.25

I

B

f
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Pink Flamingo
l .Hindi \ \ tanning < o. • 620 MR Hill \\v. • 62.MM7f.
7:30 a.m. i<> III p.m. Mon-Sal, Ml a.m. In to p.m. Sun

& Supply • Just Off
Ity Book fit Supply
pus University Book
£f Campus University!
• Just Off Campus
Supply
Just Off C
ty Book & Supply A
Jniversity Book &! ■-u
f Campus Universi
Just off Campus
& Supply • JustO
ty Book & Supply
C
pus University Boc A rif/i />• WRQI fCamPus University
_ * fit EW Its (AD*! 5uppIy Just off a
Just Off Campu
ty Book & Supply M. Just Off Campus University Book & Su

CASH
FOR YOUR
BOOKS!

Spring Into Summer

• Reebok Step Aerobics
• Hi/Lo Aerobics
• Indoor Track
• UfeSteps • Volleyball
• Life Cycles •Treadmills
• Circuit Training • Sauna
• Free Personal Trainers
• Free Child Care
• Basketball

per

month!

Call 624-010<
350 Radio Park Dr.

(off Eastern Bypass - Behind UBS)

wrer
Absolutely
Ends
A
Pril 30tht*

University Book & Supply
1090 Lancaster Rd.
RICHMOND. KY 40475

WE BUY BOOKS FROM:
AtEWItsmSL

9 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon. - Fri.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saturday
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Loan seminars scheduled next week
u

BY MATT MCCAKTY

Managing editor

They may have every
intention of repaying, but
once they get out into the
world, the loans get put
on the backburner.

SutAN LURMAN,

director of fitumcimi mid

Soon-to-be graduates who will be
faced with student loan repayments
before the end of the year can find
out what options they have at a counseling seminar Monday and Tuesday
in the Keen Johnson Building.
Theresa Hulsey, a loan officer
for PNC Bank, Tim Green, a loan
officer with Fifth Third Bank, and
Jennifer Cosens with the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance
Authority will be on hand one or
both days to answer any questions
students might have.
"This is the first time we've
brought people in," said Susan

Luhman, director of Eastern's
financial aid. "We're trying more
innovative ways to get students to
come in.
"More schools are trying to bring
in folks who have more experience
in the repayment process," she said.
Eastern students borrow an average of $10,780 by the time they
graduate, Luhman said. She said it
is important for the students to
know what their options are when
they graduate.
One option Luhman stressed is
loan consolidation. If a student borrows money from more than one
bank or from different loan programs,
consolidation will make the payments
more manageable, she said.

Thursday, April 25,1996 A5

JIM DANDY

Luhman said she hopes to use
the two days as a time to "talk to
students and see if (there are other)
ways to get information to them."
Eastern's latest default rate was
14 percent
She said students who default
don't always intend to, but other
bills start piling up and they don't
know all the options available.
"They may have every intention
of repaying," Luhman said, "but
once they get out into the world, the
loans get put on the back burner."
The counseling seminars will
begin at 9 a.m. Monday and
Tuesday and will continue throughout both days. The latest session
will be held at S p.m. each day.

Library dedication to be held Saturday
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

Staff writer
This weekend, alumni will
return to campus to induct members
into the Hall of Distinguished
Alumni and to award Eastern's
National Alumni Association's
Achievement Award and the 1996
Outstanding Alumnus Award.
The Thomas and Hazel Little
Building will also be dedicated.
The Little Building is the addition to the library and was partially
funded by the Kresge Foundation.
The dedication of the Little
Building will be at 2 p.m. Saturday,

April 27. The
other awards
will be presented in special
ceremonies
held
on
Saturday as
well.
Library named
The Kresge
In honor of
Foundation
Hazel Little.
issued a challenge grant to
Eastern and, by surpassing the goal
of $1.3 million, the university will
receive $250,000 for the library
addition.
Before Eastern could apply for

For rooro Information on
Alumni Wntand, — B6
the Kresge grant, it had to prove
that money could be raised, said
Lena Carnes, assistant director of
development So Eastern raised the
money from faculty, staff and students.
After the initial sum is secured,
the organization decides how much
they want to raise and Kresge
decides on a percentage of that to
match.
"The goal of Kresge is to motivate people to give," Carries said.

The funds raised during the campaign helped to provide for the renovation of the Crabbe Library, more
equipment and an acquisitions
endowment.
The committee went over its
goal and raised $1.7 million. The
extra money will be used for a larger acquisitions endowment that will
provide the library with the books
and periodicals it needs.
"Prices keep increasing, so this
will make it easier to provide what
the library needs," Carries said.
Also, the Alumni Association
will induct eight new members into
its Hall of Distinguished Alumni.

Progress/MARIE MOFFITT
Jim Dean, a junior police administration major from
Richmond, skateboarded In front of Alumni Coliaeum.
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MOBERLY: Eastern employee says KERA concern BARCLAY: 'KERA not working'
ConMniitd fromimnt
started practicing law in Richmond,
I saw the opportunity to run for
office, so I went ahead and took the
plunge."
Besides his role as chair of the
House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee, he is also a member of
the education committee, the program review and investigation committee and the tobacco task force.
"I think the role of a legislator is
to listen to his constituents," he
said. "There's a lot of trust placed
in a legislator that when you're
elected they want you to use your
best judgment for the time for
which you are elected."
Some issues at stake in the 1996
legislative session which were of
concern to 81st District voters were
health care reform, educational
funding and legislative ethics.
"I think in Kentucky, education
is still the most important thing we
address in the General Assembly,"
he said. "I expect to be serving on
the education reform task force if
re-elected, and I plan to look very
objectively at preserving the concepts of what we started out with
education reform."
One of Moberly's initiatives in
the 1996 session was to clarify the

Moberly ia the incumbent.

wording in the Kentucky Education
Reform Act which specifies mandatory multi-age grouping in primary
classrooms.
This initiative came under fire
recently when an elementary school
in Lexington misinterpreted his language and tried to do away with
multi-age grouping altogether.
"The language says what I wanted it to say," he said. "What we had
was arbitrary multi-aging, not based
on individual needs of the children.
What my language did was to say
that multi-age grouping did not
have to be all day long."
Moberly said he believes KERA

is good, but that legislators never
thought it was perfect.
"We never thought that every
idea in reform would be always
implemented appropriately or that
nothing could ever change," he
said. "We have to continually
improve reform."
Moberly described himself as a
thoughtful legislator, one that
would not be carried away by the
"passion of the week," proceeding
on information, not rumor.
"I'm a very pragmatic politician," he said. "I think if you tend to
be too ideological, you don't accomplish what you can accomplish.
Government has to be more efficient
and do the things it's good at.
"I describe myself as pro-education, pro-environment pro-choice. I
don't think I'm liberal or conservative, but I think I would describe
myself as progressive."
Looking ahead to the May 28
primary, Moberly said the main
issues will be education, health
care, ethics and experience.
"I think it will come down to
who is best equipped to deal with
the federal budget cuts and to gel
things done," he said.
In 1994, Moberly defeated
Barclay, who staged a last-minute
write-in campaign, 4,265 to 322.

Continued from front
three years.
He and his wife, Debra, haven't
missed a Madison County school
board meeting since April 1993, he
said, even though the school board
will no longer allow them to speak
at the meetings.
He decided to enter this year's
race for the 81st District representative because he said he is "very
disappointed with the current state
of education" in the commonwealth.
'Tuition is going up and the students are suffering." Barclay said.
"KERA is not working, and it's taking away money that would be better spent on higher education."
Barclay's campaign theme is
"Together, we'll make a difference." He said he wants to encourage people to get involved in government again, so that legislators
will not be able to promote their
own agenda.
"A lot of leaders in this district
don't want to get the people
involved," he said. "They get upset
when people ask questions. I
encourage questions."
Barclay said he hopes to get people out to the polls to increase his

Make Your Tastebuds Twice As Happy.

chances of winning the race against
incumbent Harry Moberly.
"I stand a good chance of winning," he said. "I feel I need to get
new voters out. A low turnout
would favor Moberly."
Barclay works for LexMark in
inventory management and attended Lexington Community College.
Moberly and Barclay will face off
in a debate sponsored by the League
of Women Voters on May 13.
I Mali Weber contributed to this
article.)
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Barclay says work together.

Lane's Hair
Styling Center
in the
Powell University Center

New Summer Hours
Starting May 6, 1996
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Call for Appointment
or Walk In
Mon. - Fri.
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. CLOSED

622-6655

Mens Wet Cuts

$8

Womens Wet Cuts—««$9
New Set of Nails •••$28
Balances»«»$18
Perms»"$40

fflERLE
nORfflRn
COSMETIC

STUDIOS

The Place for the Beautiful Face.'
Roast Bttf'N'Chtddar
Hot Ham'N'Cheese

Hafdeer

Eastern By Pass owned and operated by Revel Enterprises Inc.

Expires April 30,1996
•Hot melts limited time only!
•1Yy our low fat frozen yogurt
•New Cappuccino!, French VTnilla &
Almond Amaretto

i Bring this gift certificate in and
receive $3 off any product with
i a complimentary makeover.

EXPERIENCE THE PLANET SUN DIFFERENCE
BRING A FRIEND AND YOU CAN..
BUY ONE-GET ONE

PLANET SUN
623-7473
- _

624-0825 106 SC George St
Richmond)

NEXT TO WNKO'S
UMTTONt

!
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TORNADO: National Guard helping clean-up efforts PREACHER: Students say man targeted Greeks
Continued from front
"I live about two miles from the
store and I had no idea that a tornado had hit," she said. "I couldn't get
to it' because they had the road
blocked off. I had to walk a quarter
of a mile to get to it.
"It seemed like you were walking through someone else's life."
she said. "It was like you was
watching it on TV"
Though her store was not severely damaged, she said, "It certainly
looked like a tornado had hit it."
Chowning said she plans to have

the building fixed and have it ready
in time for the Berea craft show.
Ray Bradenburg, Berea police
chief, said the most disturbing thing
about the storm was how "some
houses across the street were
untouched and 15 yards down they
were completely destroyed."
However. Berea is starting to
return to normal again after most of
the electricity and telephone lines
have been restored, said Berea Fire
Chief Bob Davis.
"The National Guard has done a
wonderful job," he said. "They've
helped us out a great deal."

TO DO...
If a tornado hits on campue:
• all building occupants should
bo ready to move to their designated shelter areas,,
•occupants should remain In
place until an "a* deaf is
recteved or until all wind and
noise subside.
• after an "an dear," occupant*
are asked to return to their
rooms and assess the damage.

Continued from front
repeatedly told her to sit down and
called her "you woman."
Bush said at one point the argument between students and Jones
became more than verbal and one
girl even slapped Jones during a
heated exchange.
"He's just a lunatic." Bush said.
"All he wanted to do was get people
angry."
Daugherty said he thinks Jones'
style of preaching is inflammatory
and that he preaches a very judg-

mental and extreme interpretation
of the Bible and knows what buttons to push to get students riled up.
Daugherty said he knows it's hard
not to argue back when you don't
agree with what someone is saying,
but he thinks the best thing for students to do is ignore the controversial
preaching and move on. He said if
Jones didn't get attention from students, he might quit coming back.
"I can't say his interpretations of
religion are right or wrong,"
Daugherty said. "He came here and
preached the gospel as he sees it,
and it's in his nature to keep coming

back as long as there's an issue to!*
be fought But if he wants to be able "J
to speak freely on this campus, he"
needs to know how to handle him- _
self."
Shawn Jones, member of Tau
Kappa Epsilon, said explaining
Jones is simple.
"People like that preacher give
religion a bad name," he said.
Jones' lawyer faxed a request to
Daugherty's office Wednesday
evening seeking permission for
Jones to speak on campus last
Friday and permission was granted,
Daugherty said.

College Station Liquors
Seniors...
It's almost
OVER!!!

Busch & Busch
Light Bottles
J
$5:99

Lite Beer

$8"

about th
coupons
student <fl Stunts?
Checko
ads and start
saving today*.

PLANET SUN
TANNING Buy one
visit get one free
when you bring a
friend. A5
PAYLESS SHOES
Buy one get 2nd pair
half price. That's
good enough to
share with a friend or
keep to yourself. B5
PACO'S
A daily special that
will definitely satisfy!
B2
MERLE NORMAN
A special gift
certificate for $3 off.
A5
SHACKELFORD'S
FLORIST A dozen
roses for only $8.95.
B6
COLLEGE STATION
LIQUOR A beer
special for beer
lovers; Busch and
Busch Lite $5.99 A6
FITNESS NOW
Check out their
special before the
end of the month! A4
CAPTAIN D's
New Orleans style
dinner starting at
$3.49. B5
SUBWAY
6 "Steak and cheese
for only $1.99. B6

SAVE THE PEOPLE YOU CALL UP TO 44%

NEXT WEEK
Gone Fishin'
Join photo editor Marie
Moffitt as she takes
the afternoon off and
heads to the lake.

BI

ACCENT
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

Jennifer Almjeld, editor
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icnics prove creative^, inexpen
ensive alt ernahve jor da ling
-

Elegance in great outdoors
Whether you're trying to
impress someone you've
just started seeing or arc
searching for the right
place to pop the question.
the perfect solution may be an elegant picnic for two.
While many people associate picnics
with bugs and warm baloney sandwiches,
there are several ways to approach planning
a picnic.
There are endless
variations on items
THE GOOD LIFE
you can bring to a
picnic. Sara Sutton.
The menu for a
a professor in the
romantic picnic
department of
Should contain
human environmenSOme gourmet
<*' science, suggests
mal ,nose
foods SUCh as
Panning

special
Cheeses and
breads.
,A ,.

.

a

P'cnic P3*tarcfu|
attention to the
S
S
!T with
°HT^
I
take
them and

how those foods
will withstand heat.
"The first thing
you want to think
about is the safety
factor," Sutton said.
"When you're talking picnics, you're
usually talking
about warm weather, so you want to
make sure you don't
have anything that
will spoil.
"If you don't want
to take a cooler or
anything lo keep
things cold, you
want to take things
that can be served at
room temperatures."
she said.
Lara Bulls, also a
professor in the
department of
human environmental science, suggests
many foods that can
Totals $14.96
easily be packed for
a picnic.
Kroger
"Fruits and vegetables always travel well," Butts said. "I'd also try to include
some kind of vegetable."
Sutton said while it is good to include
all the food groups in your picnic meal,
meat can sometimes be difficult to pack.
"Cheese is always a good alternative to
meat," she said. "Hard boiled eggs are also
good as a meat substitute as long as you
don't add mayonnaise before you go. Also

Italian bread$2.19
Bne$2.83, .45 lb.
Spreadable
pateSi .99, 8 oz.
Vivant
vegetable
crackers$2.19
G rapes$1.99, lb.
Strawbernes$1.98, lb.
Meier's
Sparkling
Catawba
Non-alcoholic
grapejuice$2.59
Longstem red
rose$2

.

you could lake a dried meal, like summer
sausage."
The other food group that should be
included in your meal is the grain group.
"It depends on how elegant you want to
get." Sulton said. "I mean you could get
your grain by taking a package of saltine
crackers or you could lake some nice hard
rolls to be a little more classy."
After planning the food to take, the
problem of what kind of beverage lo pack
presents itself. For many, a romantic dinner
automatically includes a bottle of wine or
champagne.
Tim Foley. the owner of Foley's
Carousel Liquor in Richmond, said thai
there are certain guidelines lhai may help
people when irying lo chcxisc the right wine
lo accompany a meal.
"The rule has always been while meat
goes with white wine and red meat goes
with red wine," Foley said. "That's not
always true. Another rule lo go by is that
while wine goes with, softer foods like salads and cheese and reds go with heavier
meals like sicaks."
Foley also said that champagne is a nice
companion to a romantic evening.
"Champagne is better with light meals
like picnics because it's so bubbly and
lends to fill you up quicker." he said. "The
price runs from $4.99 all the way up to Don
Pengnon at $125 a bottle.
"There are all kinds of champagne,"
Foley said. "Some are very dry and some
are sweel. The extra dry champagnes are
more for toasts and stuff because they just
aren't as tasty as other champagnes."
Although many include alcohol in their
picnics, Butls warns people to use caution
when drinking while outside.
"If you drink, don't over do it," she said.
"If you drink, make sure you eat plenty of
food It lakes all the fun out of the day if
you drink loo much.
"Besides, it's possible lo have all the
romance without wine," Butts said.
A good alternative for those who are not
21 or choose not to drink is a sparkling
grape juice. This beverage provides the
romantic atmosphere of champagne without
the alcohol.
Another good way to set the right mood
for your picnic is with special touches like
flowers and candles.
"For very romantic picnics, we have
candles and candle holders if people would
want something like that." said Shirley
Poyher, manager of the Party Shop.
"They're a very nice touch."
No mailer what gourmet foods or special
items you take along on your picnic,
remember that the key to a successful
romantic picnic is to pick the right person
to share ii with.

\

Study breaks under the stars
Picnics aren't just for newly weds
or family vacations. They can
also provide a much needed
break from the stuffiness of a
dorm room or Ihc stress of dealing with classes and finals.
Lara Bulls, professor of human environmental science, said she feels that picnicking
can provide a release from life's problems.
"I ihink picnics are great for students,"
she said. "It reduces your stress to be out in
the fresh air. Il also puts you in a much better mood."
Both Bulls and her colleague Sara
Sutlon, also in the human environmental
science department, stress that planning for
a picnic is no harder than preparing food in
your room.
"A picnic is just like any other meal,"
Sutton said. "You need a beverage, a main
course, some type of grain product and vegetables and fruit."
Butts has many suggestions for some
easy things to take on picnics.
"String cheese packs well and is low in
cholesterol, and it doesn't go bad," she said.
'Canned luna is also good to take if you
mix it up when you get there so it won't

spoil."
Butts also offers some new twists on old
favorites.
"Peanut butter sandwiches or plain jelly
sandwiches are good, but you shouldn't mix
them," Butts said. "They recommend you
don't mix them because the peanut bulter
causes the jelly to stick to your teeth and
causes more cavities.
"Another great thing to do is freeze
fruit," she said. "Frozen grapes are terrific.
You can either eat them frozen or after
they've thawed out. Frozen pineapple and
melon chunks are good too."
Whether frozen or raw, fruit is a must
for any picnic.
"All kinds of fruit are good," Butts said.
"You could make a lovely and delicious
fruit salad with strawberries, pineapple and
cantaloupe. You can use whatever fruit is in
season."
After choosing fruits and vegetables for
the meal, picnickers will want to think
about a main course of meat or cheese and
some type of bread or crackers.
Some easy solutions are packing sandwiches with some kind of lunch meat like
turkey, ham or even baloney.
"When my kids were young, we always
look a big cooler with us full of cold cuts,"
Sutton said. "We also took some chips and
some apples and oranges. We did it mainly
to cut costs, but we always had fun."
Some inexpensive options for beverages
for picnics include soda, fruit juices and
iced tea.
"Water is always good to take with you."

'/

Butts said. "It's really better than sodas
because soda and Kool-Aid tend to make
you thirstier.
"Buying little individual packages of
juice and freezing them is also a good thing
to do," she said. "They'll be thawed out by
the time you want to eat and they'll help
keep other things cool that you've packed."
A final touch for any meal is dessert.
"Many people may want some kind of
dessert." Sutton said. "You want to think
about what will hold
up in the weather.
———————
Cakes are harder to
STUDY BREAKS
eat than cookies, but
both will work
For a break
"It depends what
^^ ^
you want to do and
monotonv Of
how fancy you want
rniaovtave
to get." she said.
microwave
"Do you want to
dinners or the
have plates and silPowell Food
verware or do you
COUlt, pack a
just want to serve
picnic for two
finger foods?"
with favorites
If you decide to
from childhood.
take foods that
require plates and
Oscar Mayer
utensils to cat. you
baked hamcan pick up every$2 09,6oz.
thing you need at
..
local party or retail
Kroger
stores
Amencan
Shirley Poyher.
single cheese
manager at the Party
SlicesShop, said her store
$1.49
offers a wide variety
(16 slices)
of picnic gear.
Butternut
"We have all
breadkinds of plates,
51 09
cups, napkins, plasUy.8 potato
tic forks and tablerhioscloths." Poyher said.
-*?' "We have about
J1 •4S> ,b *£■
anything you'd
Snapple-(2)
want."
$.79 each
When planning
Washington St.
your picnic rememRed DellCIOUS
her to pick a spot
appleswhere you can
$1.29, lb.
enjoy the outdoors
Archway
after you' ve eaten
Oatmeal
"Picnicking is a
Cookies
healthy activity
$2.59. 11 OZ.
because you can
combine it with
some sort of activity
'Otai=*11.62
so you can get some
Kroger
exercise." Buns
——^^^—^^^—
said "Walk or bike
to your picnic site or walk after you get
there.
"The main thing is to get out of your
room and enjoy the weather and the break
from your studies." she said.
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A ceramic and
jewelry sale
will lake place
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
today in front
Of the Powell
Building.

Powell Building.
The Acting IV
theater class
April
will present its
AM
showcase final,
OU
"Kiss
and
Tell," at 8 p.m.
in
Pearl
Buchannan Theater. The
play is free and open to the
public.

'■: The
Chi
Omega
Rollerblade-a-thon
for
Cystic Fibrosis will be at 5
P in today at the Stratton
'; Driving Range. The cost is
$2 per person. Walkers and
j bikers arc welcome. Call
: 622-4596 for more informa.^ tion.
i The Colonel's Coffeehouse
> presents Jazz Night in the
• Ravine, featuring big band
'music — swing, boogie.
.- beebop and jazz — by the
University of Kentucky
Newman Center Jazz Band.
- The bash takes place 9-11
- p.m. and is free and open to
- the public.
Alumni
Weekend will
kick off with a
April
faculty
and
alumni reception
6-7:30
p.m. at the
Arlington House. Alumni
activities will continue
throughout the weekend.

26

A 5K Walk-athon sponsored
April
by
the
Q^
Welcome
mi
Wagon Club of
_aaaammmm Richmond to
benefit
the
Child Development Centers
of the Blucgrass will be
today. Call Judy Spain at
622-1377 for more information.
The university Show Choir
presents a concert at 8 p.m.

May
.*

Everything
from dragons
to desert chieftans will be
part of the

L^^, Opera
Workshop's
recital of operatic scenes (in
English) at 8 p.m. in the
Posey Auditorium of the
Stratton Building. The
recital is free and open to the
public.

Upcoming

Progress file photo
The university's Symphony Orchestra will
present a concert at 8 p.m. May 5 in Brock
Auditorium.
in Brock Auditorium. The
concert is free and open to
the public.
The
First
Annual
April
Richmond
AA
Auto
Expo
a—O
will be today
^^^_ in (he Alumni
Coliseum
parking lot. Auto registration begins at I p.m. and
awards will be given at 4:30
p.m. The event is open to the
public and all proceeds will
go toward the fraternity
housing project.
BFA graduates will present their final art show
beginning today. The open-

ing will be held 2-4 p.m. in
Giles Gallery. The show
runs through May 10. The
show is free and open to the
public.
The EKU Dance Theatre
will present a dance concert
at 8 p.m. today and tomorrow in the Weaver Gym. The
cost is $5 general admission,
S3 students and $1 children
12 and under.
A humanities
forum, "How
April
Do I Love
Thee"
by
OQ
a£9
Michael Bright
^^^ will be at 3:30
p.m. in the
Kennamer Room of the

The theater department will
present a Spring Dance
Showcase at 8 p.m. May 2
in Gifford Theatre.
The Richmond Choral
Society's annual Pops
Concert, "I Hear America
Singing," will be at 4 p.m.
May 5 in Gifford Theatre.
Tickets can be purchased in
advance for $5 from any
Choral Society member or at
the Richmond Area Arts
Council office in PNC Bank
on Main Street or for $6 at
the door. Students and
senior citizens pay $4 and
children under 12 are admitted free.
The Platters will perform in
concert at 7 p.m. May 7 in
the Madison Middle School
Auditorium. The concert is
sponsored by the Richmond

Area Arts Council. Tickets
are SIS for adults. $12 for
students and senior citizens
and $6 for children age 12
and under. Phone 624-4242
for tickets or information.
Michelle Shocked will perform in concert May 14 at
the Kentucky Theatre in
Lexington as part of the
Troubadour Concert Series.
Tickets will go on sale at 4
p.m. March 29 at the
Kentucky Theatre box
office. For more information, phone 231-6997.
Students interested in joining the Table Tennis Club
should call Rick Carr at 6249492. Meeting and play
nights are scheduled for 8
p.m. Tuesdays in the Todd
Hall recreation area.
The Kentucky Paralegal
Association is sponsoring
its annual $500 scholarship
for students who are
enrolled in paralegal studies.
Interested students can
obtain applications by contacting Lydia Holbrook at
349-6210.
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623-9720
.

Try these
daily
specials at
Paco's
Mexican
Restaurant.

Volunteers are needed for a
Kentucky River Foothills
Development Council project designed to promote
healthy eating habits and
nutrition among low-income
families. Free training and tshirts will be provided to all
volunteers. For more information, call Corrie Stotts at
624-2046 or 1-800-2213883.
Student Support Services
is hiring tutors and peer
advisers to work with freshmen in the fall. You must
have a 2.75 GPA and 30
credit hours.

G«K»

Daily Specials
Mon.
Happy Hour All Day & Night
Tues.
Taco & Draft for $1
Wed.
Jumbo Margaritas for $1.59
Thurs. Buy 1 Beef Mamut & second is 1/2 price
Frl. & Sat. Busch Light & Natural Light Cans
for$1 after 6 p.m.
■

Corner of First St. 4 Water St.

623-0021

$500 X-treme Fun
College^ncentive
Plus, 2 Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care'
Available to all College Students!

|

If you're a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a $500 Certificate
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.'
Plus 2-Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care' which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance.
Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required/
But don't wait...this limited offer ends September 30,1996!
Call our toll-free number or visit our web site today to obtain your free $500 X-treme Fun College
Incentive Certificate.

Choose from a wide selection of any new 1006 or 1007 Toyota
models including...

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS!

COROLLA

CAMRY

Beyond the elementary
in Toyota quality.

Sporty yet pragmatic
performance.

I

'UNIVERSITY
CENTER Of CAMPUS

The University Bookstore Reservation Form
Social Security.
Name
Home Address
City, State, Zip CodeCampus Address

DEPARTMENT

Dean's List for youthful
function & styling.

® TOYOTA

Reservation-——..

COURSE NUMBER

SECTION NUMBER

NEW USED

I -800-GO-TO
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as* for "College"
http://www.toyota.com/college
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BFA Graduates Art Show opens Sunday
i

Y DANNA ESTRIDGE

its editor

Works in ceramics, metalsmithing, graphic design and paint• ing will highlight this semester's
.' BFA Graduates Art Show in Giles
Gallery.
The show, which opens 2-4 p.m.
) April 28 and runs through May 10,
will feature the work of four seniors
who are receiving their bachelor of
Tine arts degrees in May.
Eric Hadley, who attended the
University of Kentucky for two
years before transferring to Eastern
to'complete his studies, will earn his
degree in ceramics.
Hadley said he's glad he transferred to Eastern because he thinks
the art program here is better than
the program at UK.
"The art teachers arc always willing to help out, keep you on track,"
Hadley said. "They give you ideas,
help you find out why you're in this
major."
Hadley is entered in a national
competition sponsored by the
National Society of Arts and
Letters.
"I got really lucky this year,"
Hadley said. "I won the state chapter competition, and am competing
in St. Louis in the national."
He said first prize is $10,000, "so
keep your fingers crossed."
Hadley plans to attend graduate
school at Southern Illinois this fall.
"They have a strong program in
art, and I got a great assistantship,"

Hadley said.
Graduate school will have to
wait awhile for Rita DeLozier, who
is receiving her degree in jewelry
and metalsmithing.
"I want to go to graduate school
eventually," DeLozier said. "It's so
expensive. After graduation in May,
I plan on setting up a studio in my
house and selling to galleries, hopefully have my own gallery in a few
years."
DeLozier said when she started
^_^^_^^^^ college five
years ago she
If you
was a prephaririacy
major.
"I kept taking
my free elecArt
tives over here
Exhibit
(in the art
When
department),"
she said.
April 28 May 10
"When I look
Where:
back now, I
Giles Gallery
can't imagine
Admission:
myself being a
Free
pharmacist and
being happy. I
don't think I
would have been fulfilled doing
anything but art."
DeLozier said she was surprised
to discover how versatile metalsmithing could be.
"There's a whole world of things
you can make besides jewelry,"
DeLozier said.
"And I can't imagine getting a
better education anywhere else.

GO

especially in metals," she said.
Tim Glotzbach is the art teacher
who inspired her and helped her the
most, she said.
"He's the best," DeLozier said.
"He allowed me to make whatever I
designed, even if it was above my
skill level. If he thinks you can do it,
he lets you. He never discourages
anyone from trying something they
want to do."
The third student in the BFA
Graduates An Show is Keith Owa,
who will earn his degree in graphic
design.
Owa will have a music magazine
in the show.
"I got interested in publication
design and what's out there," Owa
said. "I'm very interested in music
and photography also."
He decided to combine his interests and talent in the different
media.
"In my magazine, I'm trying to
use photography and graphic
design," Owa said. "I'm pushing
both ends."
Owa said he eventually wants to
design CD covers, posters and other
music-related items.
His immediate plans are to
"move out of Richmond and get a
job," he said, adding that he has
friends in Chicago and will probably go to the windy city after graduation.
Travel plans are also being made
by Randy Henson, the fourth BFA
Graduate An Show participant.
Henson. who is receiving his

Photo courtesy of Giles Gallery

Four students earning their bachelor of fine arts degrees next month will display their works in
the BFA Graduates Art Show which opens at 2 p.m. Sunday in Giles Gallery.
degree in painting, will attend an an
class in Paris. France, this summer.
Henson said he will probably get
a job when he returns from France.
Henson said he has enjoyed his
studies at Eastern.
"What I enjoyed most was being

given the freedom to explore on my
own," Henson said. "Eastern is a
pretty laid-back school. I like that."
Like DeLozier, Henson started
his college career in a major other
than an.
"I was an English major,"

Acting students 'Kiss and Tell'

Henson said. "I didn't know I could
draw or paint or anything like that."
He said he needed a minor and
took some drawing classes.
"When I found out I could draw.
I got pretty excited," Henson said.
"I decided I'd rather do that."

INI VI I
ON

BY DANNA ESTRIDGE

Arts editor
Jim Moreton's Acting IV students will
showcase their acting abilities in a presentation
of "Kiss and Tell" at 8 p.m. April 30 in Pearl
Buchanan Theatre.
"It's a compilation of Restoration, late 17th
century stage monologues," Moreton said. "It
was put together by people at the Actors
Theatre of Louisville about three or four years
ago. It's just different characters from different
Restoration shows."
Moreton said the presentation is a final project for the class, which
started with Noel Coward
and the period comedy of If you
the 1920s, then worked
its way back through
Shaw and the 1800s to
the Restoration period.
"It deals with word When:
comedy much more than 8 p.m. April 30
physical
comedy."
Where:
Moreton said. "It's certainly not modern come- Pearl
Buchanan
dy."
He said that because Theatre
the show deals with word Admission:
comedy and language. Free
the audience will have to
listen closely to the
actors in order to appreciate the humor.
The 10 students working with Moreton said
they are finding the play a real challenge. .
"It's a totally different style of acting than
what we're used to," said Amy Johnson, a
sophomore from Harlan. "Even the style of
speaking is different. You've got to get over
that before you can really get into character."
In spite of the difficulties involved, the stu-

New CD holds promise
time through.
It begins with a son of dueling
guitars sound, with vocals and guiNever on Sunday, a New York tar riffs bouncing from one speaker
band that is beginning to pick up air to the other, then back again. The
play on radio stations across the chorus blends it all together.
country, has just signed with TDK
The band uses the back and
America Recording Inc. and forth technique on other songs, as
released its first CD.
well, with excellent results.
Titled "Never on Sunday," the
Many of the song lyrics echo a
music and lyrics far surpass the social consciousness that is refreshCD's unimaginative nomenclature.
ing and original.
Of the 14 cuts on the album, all
The cut "Wild Animals," one of
but two are original, written by my favorites, compares life in the
band members Keith
city to living like wild
Glory, Dave Glory and
animals in the jungle.
Tom McGinnis.
"Movies" likens life to
The two exceptions
the movies, where people
are exceptional, however,
are mere "shadows on the
in more ways than one.
silver screen."
The opening cut is
I like the overall sound
(out
of
four)
"Mellow Yellow," a song
of the band. The influmade famous in the
ence of such well-known
1960s by Donovan.
bands as Guns 'N' Roses, Alice
The hard-driving beat and elec- Cooper and Nine Inch Nails is
tric sound Never on Sunday gives apparent, but Never On Sunday
the song is anything but mellow. nevertheless has its own unique
The first time I heard it, I thought. sound.
"Ah, Guns 'N' Roses does
Many of the lyrics bring up
Donovan."
issues that I need to think about. I
But the more I listened, the more can even understand the words most
I liked it.
of the time, in spite of the driving
The other non-original cut is a beat and whining guitar riffs.
rendition of June Carter's "Ring of
For a first effort, this CD is more
Fire," even more amazing than than acceptable. This is a band
"Mellow Yellow." I liked it the first worth watching — and listening to.
BY DANNA ESTRIDGE

Arts editor
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Progress/DANNA ESTRIDGE
Acting IV students (left to right) Michelle Steele, Amy Johnson, Melanie Mullins,
Rebekah Salyer and Lashe Dunn practice the prologue to "Kiss and Tell."
dents said they are excited about the show.
"I think it's going to be something new and
exciting because we're not used to doing
monologues." said Melanie Mullins, a junior
from Jackson. "During the prologue, there are
other people on stage, but the monologues
you're doing by yourself, so you have to make
a character of yourself instead of having someone else on stage. You don't have a partner to
work with, so it's up to you."
Brian Fardo, a senior from Richmond, said
not having a partner to work with is only pan
of the challenge.
"We don't have a show to play off of either.

since we're just taking little chunks out of (several) shows," Fardo said. "Basically, we have
to create a moment just with the monologues."
Andrew Bourne, a sophomore from
Georgetown, said the show is really just made
up of moments.
"You take all these separate little magical
moments that don't have a story connected
with them and make something interesting,"
Bourne said.
Other students who will perform in the April
30 show are Michelle Steele, Lashe Dunn,
Rebekah Salyer, Damon Boggess, Brady
Powers and Susanna Green wait
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Student recognized for work, grades
Bullock named
university student
employee of the year
BY BETH WHISMAN
Contributing writer

Sherric Bullock, a senior paralegal science major, has been named
this year's university student
employee of the year Bullock, 21,
has achieved
much in her
foul years at
I astern.
Name:
She began
Sherrie Bullock
her freshman
Major
yeai with an
paralegal
ii ndeclared
science
major,
but
Award
was soon lead
Student
to her major
Employee ol tho
ami
began
Year
working in the
Employer:
dean's office
College of Social
of the College
and Behavioial
ol Social and
Science
lie ha vioral
Hometown:
Sciences.
She
Livingston
has worked in
the office for
four yeais It was then she received
her nomination lor student employee of the yeai
"I was ver) surprised <« Ix." nominated." Bullock said
She was nomin tied by her
adviser Vance Wisenhaker, but
Bullock -,ml he nevct imagined

[|

FOR
SALE

Progress/MARIE MOFFITT
Sherrie Bullock was presented a plaque by Hanly Funderburk
for being chosen student employee of the year for the state.

that she could win.
"1 wasn't sure if I was even
going to the recognition banquet."
she said.
With some coaxing from her coworkers, however. Bullock did
attend the banquet and was present-

ed with her award. She was further
surprised when she was also named
the student employee of the year for
(he entire state.
Bullock was presented a plaque
and a cash prize for the state honor.
These awards recognize her dedica-

tion to her work and the quality of
work she produces. The award also
recognized her work ethic and outstanding academic record.
"The job helped me meet a lot of
people and it helped me become
more familiar with Eastern,"
Bullock said.
Bullock works an average of 10
hours a week at the college and carries a full load of classes, in which
she carries a 3.2 GPA.
Besides her campus job. Bullock
also works 20 hours a week with
data entry at First Image in Bcrea
and has completed a ^ 80-hour paralegal internship.
Bullock's internship was in the
public defender's office
in
Richmond during the time of the
arrest of suspected serial killer
Glenn Rogers.
"I don't have much time for hobbies with two jobs," she said.
With what little time Bullock can
take for herself away from work,
she likes to read and spend time
with her fiance.
August will be a busy month for
Bullock as she heads down the aisle
to be married on the third day of the
month. She will also complete her
requirements for graduation in the
same month.
Although Bullock hails from
Livingston, she is not sure where
she will live after graduation.
"I really have no idea where I'll
go from here," Bullock said. "I'm
just looking forward to my career
and a happy marriage."

COLLEGE STUDENTS

14 I CREAM/CANDY STORE

Are you tired of $5 per fir. jobs?
Bartenders earn an average of
$7 -$15 per hr! (salary + tps)

OWNER HAS MOVED
Asking $51,000
Excellent for student
to own & operate.
Bluegrass Business Brokers. Inc.
CALL TERRY L. SMALLWOOD
606-263-2622 OR 864-9381
602 Greenway Dr. London. KY 40741

You have already invested H.OOO's m yourself far FUTURE

Lexington
BARTENDING
SCHOOL

earnings, now invest $100 s lor IMMEDIATE earnings'
LEXINGTON BARTENDING SCHOOL

• short 40-hour course
• day and evening classes
• placement (82% success)

CALL NOW! 269-6060
154 Patchen Dr. (Patchen Village)

New payment for plasma donors
5 for fir: Id
$20 for second doi '
m the same Mon

NOW MAKE UPTOS150 PER V.'•■
New donors mal
first donation.
Pius S20 initial donation
in same
» Mon - Fn
A
U tk< ?40
i
your first /
week

Sera-Tec
Biologicals
Limited
Partnership

292 S. Second St
Call for
business hours
624-9815

APOLLO

PizzA
228 S. Second St.
Sun. - Wed.
Thurs. - Sat.
11 a.m. -1:30 a.m.
11 a.m. - 2:30 a.m.

FAST FREE DEUVERY
6234)330
Bigger & Better
"Baked spaghetti
& Liter of Pepsi

THE STUDENT MIND DURING A FINAL EXAM

75

$5

i
1

kvu^vy, w-oe...

The y>rof Ktvtr
covered this!

exp.
5/15/96

A taste that's out
of this World.
Prayers for
a w^iracle
fiood, fire
or ior\A&do.

Actual
knowledge
o*. subject.

Small 10" Pizza
1 topping &
32 oz. soft drink

T

Hot 8M Sub,
Garlic Bread
& Liter of Pepsi

i
i

$575
exp.
5/15/96

Medium 12"

Small 10"
Pizzas

with 1 topping

Pfli/uc xor^e.
y
teiyvda cute.

UCTA.'S

$7 25

95

$12
i hoy>e the curve
is, reallu low.
tWis, will all
'ce btV\i\A,d \AAI:

"S>DO\K

jPSSgg>

►95

exp.
5/15/96

2 Large
14" Pizzas

i tekvew i should hfl
read the booie.

with 1 topping

exp.

5/15/96

exp.
I
I
I
I
I
I

Large 14" Pizza
With 3 toppings

$9S0exp.
5/15/96

L

Large 14"
Pizza

Steak Hoagie &
Liter of Pepsi

$495

W/your favorite topping

\TS

exp.
5/15/96

exp.

5/15/96

Try our HOT 8" Subs

'^UK;J,
!

HCrt

seniors .•■■■■
1

■' '•■ '

•'.•;•• .--■ ■

. • |..
•' BUM

cool ntvj T-nrtA or Mercury.
This, includes, the hiqh-}>lrforr*.nv^ct MustflKvg!
Call J-£££-321-153£> or visit outr web site
at http: "wsM.fc*d.con*. for the full story.

BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN DOESN'T HAVE WHEELS.
'Ui~*mmcw •«■■«■

***#«"W JWIMWWl

•Pizza Sub, Ham & Cheese.
Sausage & Meatball
•Steak Hoagie &
•BBQ Chicken
•Salads
•GarlicBread
•Baked Spaghetti
•Liter of Sort Drinks
•Frito Lay Chips
•Cheddar Fries
•Mozzarella Stix
•Cheese Bread

3.75
4,25
2.25
2.00
5.25
1.05
75
.2.00
.2.00
4.00

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE
STATE SALES
TAX
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Over 200 grads will
be on campus for
Spring Homecoming

-

BY JANNA GILLASPIE

Activities editor
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Campus has already been invaded by little sibs and now the alumni
are headed this way for Spring
Homecoming.
This weekend over 200 alumni
who graduated in years ending with
one or six will be reunited with
classmates and former teachers during the annual Alumni Weekend.
"It gives people the opportunity
to get back to the university," said
Lally Jennings, assistant director of
alumni affairs.
She said this event is aimed more
toward the alumni who graduated
20 to 30 years ago. It is not associated with a sporting event like football homecoming, she said.
"It gives us an opportunity to
really talk to people," Jennings said.
Alumni from California to
Florida will return to Richmond
Friday to kick off the weekend with
an alumni and faculty reception.
Memories of favorite classes and
teachers will overflow when alumni
visit with faculty, retired faculty and
other graduates. The reception is
from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at
Arlington House.
Following the reception will be a
dinner at Arlington House and
Riverboat Gambling Night at the
Mule Barn.
The Mule Barn will be convened
into the Colonel's Riverboat for an
evening of gambling and food.
Each person will be given $2,000

Progress/MARIE MOFFITT
Cheryl Knecht, a sophomore art major, spins pottery on a
wheel in the ceramics studio.
muscle cars, vintage cars and street
cars, said Phi Kappa Tau member
Gabe Uebel.
Briton Chevorlct of Bcrea and
Toyota South of Richmond will
attend the show with some of their
newest models.
Several area car clubs' members
will feature their cars in the show
also, Uebel said.
Trophies will go the top 25 overall entries and plaques will be
awarded for the longest trip, hard

luck trip, the most unique paint job
and the ladies' choice award.
Over $500 worth of door prizes
will be given away, as well as a
50/50 raffle.
The expo will be Sunday in the
Alumni Coliseum parking lot. Gates
will open at 8 a.m. for registration
and set up. Judging will be from 1
p.m. until 4:30 p.m. when awards
and door prizes will be announced.
Admission is $1 for students and
children and $2 for adults.

BY |ANNA GILLASPIE

Activities editor
As pan of the Alumni Weekend
activities, a special recognition and
awards banquet will be held to formally honor the reunion classes as
well as induct the members of the
1996 Hall of Distinguished Alumni
and the Outstanding Alumnus.
Eight Eastern graduates will be
inducted into the Hall of
Distinguished Alumni.
The inductees are Gary Abney,
class of 1970; James H. Barrett.
class of 1962; Donna BryantJohnson, class of 1978; William
Dosch, class of 1956; Ruth Talbott
George, class of 1935; Hazel Calico
Little, class of 1929; Robert
Vickers, class of 1965 and William
Walters, class of 1976.
Eastern alumnus Vic Hellard Jr.
has been an attorney, a state representative, director of the Legislative
Research Commission and a pantime stage actor.
He will be recognized as the
1996 Outstanding Alumnus this
weekend.
Hellard earned a bachelor's
degree in political science in 1966.

Progress/AMY KEARNS
Rescue workers show how to get victims out of wrecked automobiles during Rescue School.
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It's
spring...
time to
loosen
up.
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Public Information
These alumni got together with President Hanly Funderburk at
last year's Alumni Weekend to reminisce.
of play money to gamble with during the night.
All the winnings can be used to
purchase Eastern memorabilia at the
"Colonel's Company Store" at the
end of the evening. A buffet dinner
will also be served on the riverboat.
The Alumni Weekend events
will continue Saturday with time to
meet with former classmates in
Walnut Hall of the Keen Johnson
Building. Each reunion class will be
able to look at issues of the
Milestone.
Campus tours led by Student
Alumni Ambassadors will be given
from 9 cm. to 10 a.m. Saturday so
alumni can see all the changes that
have been made to campus, like the
new Thomas and Hazel Little
Building.
Vans will leave the Keen
Johnson Building every 15 minutes

between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. and I
p.m. and 4 p.m.
There will be a display of memorabilia including editions of the
Milestone and The Eastern Progress
from each class year in the
University Archives.
At 2 p.m., the dedication of the
Thomas and Hazel Little Building
will take place followed by a. reception and tours of the new library
building. Tours will also be available at 4 p.m.
Those alumni who left Eastern
50 years ago or more will be inducted as EKU Pioneers at an induction
ceremony at 3 p.m. in the Keen
Johnson Building.
Special showings of the Hummel
Planetarium show "Hubble Vision '
and the EKU Show Choir Concert
will be given for alumni attending
the weekend of special events.

Thirteen honored during weekend banquet

JAWS OF LIFE

990

lender fish filets and Juicy shrimp...
in a now broa ding with a lemony hint and a
peppery k ick...a reaI New Orleans accant

He was director
of the LRC from
1977 to 1995
and is now practicing law with
the Hellard and
Sherman legal
firm
in
Frankfon.
Before gradufrom
Hellard is the ating
Eastern
and
Outstanding
going to law
Alumnus.
school at the
University of Kentucky, Hellard
was president of Eastern's Student
Government Association.
Candidates for these alumni
awards arc chosen on the basis of
professional and personal achievement from nominations from
Eastern graduates by the Executive
Committee of the EKU National
Alumni Association.
The
National
Alumni
Association will also honor two former students who did not receive a
degree from Eastern, but whose
foundations for careers were established at Eastern.
Cheryl M. Craft is chair of the
depanment of cell and neurobiology

at the University of Southern
California School of Medicine
Jack B. Whitakcr is chairman
and vice president of Whitakcr
Bank Corp. of Kentucky and pastor
of the Old Paris Road Church of
God.
Along with these alumni, two
faculty members — Karen Atler
and Gary Ritchison — will be honored for their outstanding classroom
performances by the association.
The
National
Alumni
Association's Award for Teaching
Excellence is based on superior
teaching performance and demonstrated concern for students.
Atler is an assistant professor oi
occupational therapy and has taught
at Eastern since 1992. She has also
served as faculty sponsor for Pi
Thela Bptilon for the past two
years.
Gary Ritchison is a professor of
biological sciences. He has taught
biology at Eastern since 1979 and
has received more than SI40,000 in
research grants.
These faculty members were
nominated by members of the student body. Each recipient receives ■
cash stipend and a plaque.
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Payless Sh*eS*urce
Richmond Mall, 830 Eastern Bypaas
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On the corner of Second and Water Street
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Alumni coming back
1

Art, cars,
NASCAR
items help
raise funds
Several campus organizations
will be out in full force in the coming week to raise money. To support the Baptist Student Union, Phi
Kappa Tau fraternity and art students, just participate in these sales
4M) activities.
"Today will wrap up the sale of
ceramics and jewelry by upper division art students outside of the
Powell Building.
Over 200 pieces of ceramic will
be for sale. Handmade silver and
gold jewelry will also be sold.
The art students will sell their
goods outside the Powell Building
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. today.
The Baptist Student Union will
hold a NASCAR Auction to raise
funds for student summer missions.
Items to be auctioned off will
include collectibles signed by
Richard Childress, Richard Petty,
Sterling Marlin, Michael Waltrip.
Ward Burton and others.
wAlso to be auctioned off are a
UM Goodwrench team jacket
signed by Dale Earnhadt, a tire from
the Daytona 500 signed by Sterling
Marlin and sheet metal from the
Wood Bros. No. 21 Citgo car.
Many more NASCAR items will
be auctioned at 11 a.m. Saturday at
the Baptist Student Union.
After you check out the
NASCAR memorabilia, you can
also check out vintage and hot rod
cars Sunday at the first annual
Richmond Auto Expo.
: The auto expo is sponsored by
the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity to raise
nfoney for their fraternity housing
project.
\ The expo will feature round 200

B5

./

$3.29

%

Perms or Color
Richmond Mall 624-0066

B6

SPORTS

m •: >
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Former offensive tackle John
I Jackson holds the longest NFL
career of any Colonel footbal player
ever - eight years with the Steeters.

Brian Simms, editor
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OVC trip Women golfers take first OVC crown
covers
Brockman named
Goffer of the Year
hundreds for second time
of miles
BY MATT HACKATHORN

Sports writer-

I

COOKEVILLE -There I wit at
1:30 p.m. last Friday checking my
car's oil and preparing for a whirlwind tour of Tennessee as I covered
Eastern sports in the Ohio Valley
Conference championships.
My itinerary called for stops in
two towns and coverage of three
different sports. All this was to take
place in Cookeville and Nashville.
Some may question such a trip.
By checking a map, one discovers
600-plus miles
encompassed
my travels. The
miles are even
less if you wind
around some of
the back country
roads, but wide
open highways
and higher
Chad Queen speeds appealed
ON THE SIDELINES for the travel
down.
The wear and tear isn't loo bad,
you'd think. Probably not if you're
able to spread it out over two or
three days, but my plan put me back
in Richmond Saturday night
Armed with a camera and some
200 exposures, I descended into the
Volunteer Stale. Track, women's
golf and men's lennis were the
focus of my lens.
After 239 miles, a time change,
one huge dose of carbonated caffeine and a drink for my car, I
arrived at the track meet
At Tennessee Tech, it looked as
if people are hunting something or
someone in the field. It turned out
they were simply pan of the longest
throw in the javelin competition.
During the two-day meet, four
Eastern runners pounded the track
for more distance than many others
may do in a lifetime. Lady Colonels
Sarah Blossom and Mandy Jones
competed in 16 miles worth of
races. For the men. Ken O'Shea and
Titus Ngeno piled up a LitUe over 11
miles on the track.
After the meet, there were still
distances to be traveled that night I
ventured towards Nashville to be in
place for the men's lennis tournament starting bright and early at 8
a.m. the next day. Sleep has rarely
come as soundly as it did that night
after the wear and tear halfway
through my solo drive.
Lightning and rain greeted me
the next morning. I was on a tight
schedule. Why did Mother Nature
have to make it rain?
Luckily, men's tennis wasn't to
play with soggy tennis balls and
moved indoors. I grabbed a few
shots of the netsters, then sped to
Cookeville in time for everything.
One hour and 48 pictures later,
the road is my companion and
Tennessee Tech the destination.
It was an hour-and a half drive
back to Cookeville where women's
golf was supposed to lee it up from
8 a.m. to around noon.
At 11:15 ajn., I exited the interstate hoping to catch the last hour of
the golf tourney. Finding the golf
course was somewhat of a challenge
because it isn't marked very well. I
also had to navigate a one and a half
lane country road along the way.
As I wound around the territory
and hoped that I made the right turn
at a stop sign or two, I spotted the
golf course. However, to my chagrin, the place was deserted.
All kinds of bad thoughts entered
my head as I feared I had missed
the competition. Luckily, the bad
weather helped me out in this case.
The rain had postponed the starting
time until 1 p.m.
The postponement gave me time
to actually enjoy a leisurely lunch, a
mere few minutes via a drive
through window.
It turned out that there was plenty of time to photograph the Lady
Colonels practicing, even before
they took the first lee-box.
Hence my day and a half zip
through the state waa through, all
except slopping by track to investigate the final results.
After traveling through two
stales and 690 miles in some 32
hours, I think I'll take it easy next
weekend. Definitely staying within
Kentucky, while only traveling 200
miles.

I

The Lady Colonel's spring golf
season opened with soggy weather
and rusty performances, but ended
last weekend with victory.
Coach Sandy Martin's golfing
women swept both Tennessee Tech
and Murray State in the Ohio Valley

Conference golf championship at
Ironwood
Golf
Course
in
Cookeville, Term., to gain the university's first-ever women's OVC
golf championship.
Senior
standout
Beverly
Brockman. who has led the young
Lady Colonel program for the last
three years, excelled once again in
the OVC tourney.
Brockman shot 77, 73 and 79 on
the par 72 course to lead all goiters
and claim OVC Golfer of the Year
honors for a second lane.
She earned die sane Due two
years ago while

Women's golfer Erica
Montgomery profile —B8

Although a senior in hours,
Brockman will be back next year to
complete her fourth year of eligibility on the golf team.
"It feels really good (to win the
OVC championship)." Brockman
said. "I wanted (the player of the
year tide) really bad. Next year's my
last year, and I wanted to lake the
pressure off (having to win it
again)."
Freshman Julie Bourne stepped
up her performance to finish second

behind Brockman individually and
also capture All OVC honors with
Brockman. Bourne recorded scores
of73.77and87.
Junior Erica Montgomery finished seventh overall in the tourney,
posting scores of 85, 79 and 80.
Melissa Cox (2S8) and Katy
Davis (266) rounded out the scoring
for the Lady Colonels.
Brockman said the low scores
turned in by the Lady Colonels
weren't a result of an easier course
but rather sound fundamental golf.
The men's OVC Championship
started last Monday.
At press time and following the

Spring football
ends on thin note
BY BRIAN SIMMS

Sports editor
Entering his 33rd season at head
man for Eastern football, coach Roy
Kidd saw something that he has
never seen at this school — a thin
football squad.
After losing 23 seniors from last
year's 9-3 team and with injuries to
other players, Kidd discovered during spring practice that his Colonel
squad is not very deep.
"This is as thin as we've been
that I can remember, even when I
took this job years ago," Kidd said.
"We're gonna have to slay healthy."
The Colonels ended their 14-day
spring stint Monday and now begin
the long road of preparing during the
off-season.
"The key is how hard these kids
work this summer," said Kidd after
his squad's annual Maroon White
game Saturday.
Because of limited depth on the
squad, the Colonels were unable to
field two complete teams for their
usual spring game. So they improvised and played allowing the
defense to amass points by slopping
a drive, cresting a turnover or scoring off a turnover.
In the end, the Maroon (the
offense) beat the defense 14-12 before
the public at Roy Kidd Stadium.
During the spring stint, Kidd said
he has been impressed with several
young players and his veteran quarterback.
Kidd pointed out the play of middle linebacker Frank Miscione, fullback Jonas Hill, tailback Drew Hall
and senior signal caller Greg Couch.
In Eastern's final full-contact day,
Miscione, who played in every play
because he was the only middle linebacker, collected 11 solo tackles, three
assists and one knocked-out tooth.
"Frank made some plays and
attacked the line of scrimmage and
that's something that he has not been
doing," Kidd said.
Hall led the offense with 29 rushing yards on six carries. Hill capped
off a 70-yard, 12:16 march down the
field by the first team offense with a
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Three former Colonels have
joined some 30 other Roy Kidd
alums who have been drafted or
signed as free agents into the NFL
over the last 10 years.
This
past
weekend,
the
Philadelphia Eagles used their second
round draft pick for Jason Dunn, the
54 th selection overall in the NFL draftDunn played tight end and defensive end for the Colonels, but saw
action in only eight of Eastern's 12
games last season. He missed four
due to an ankle injury.
At the beginning of this semester.
Dunn became the second Colonel lo
play in Ike Senior Bowl.
Marc Collins, former Colonel
punier and place kicker, reports
today to Seattle, Wash., for the
Seattle Seahawks' mini-camp. The
Seahawks signed him as a free agent.
In his final college campaign last
fall, Collins punted for better than
42 yards a kick, placing him second
in I-AA. He was named as a first
team Walter Camp Football
Foundation I-AA All-American and
also as first learn American Football
Coaches Association I-AA AllAmerican.
"Kickers just don't get drafted,"
he said. "I was just happy to get a
phone call."
Dialleo Burks is one former
Colonel whose future is a little more
uncertain.
He still is antcipating a call from
the Washington Redskins to see if
they sign him as a free agent
"I'm still waiting for the call, but
it looks very likely," he said.
Burks led the Colonels in receptions last season with 33 catches for
508 yards and four touchdowns. He
was named an All-OVC honorable
mention.
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Progress/TIM MOLLETTE

two-yard touchdown scamper.
"Jonas Hill showed me a lot
today." Kidd said. "Those other fullbacks better watch out because I
believe what I saw of him tonight
he's gonna give them a run for then
money."
Couch, who was five for 12 for
102 yards, guided the first learners
to another score by connecting on a
21-yard strike in wide-out Brian
Brenneman in the third quarter.
"What I saw tonight, the (starting) job's his," Kidd said. "There's
no doubt about that"
With 18 new faces coming to the
team at the beginning of next semester, Kidd said his coaching staff has
plenty to work on.
"We've got to sit down and
decide who we got that can back up
some of these first learners," Kidd
said. Tint team offense and first
team defense, I think we can put s
good football team on the field, but
we're gonna aeed some depth"
Eastern wiM open its 1996 season
Sept 7 at home against Troy Slate.
Kidd said das year's schedule is the
toughest in years since the Colonels
will play four teams which made the
Division I-AA playoffs last year.

second round of play, the Colonels
were in third place, seven shots
behind tournament leader Middle
Tennessee.
The men's OVC tourney is being
played at Springhouse Golf Course
in Opryland. Term.
Sophomore Andy Games shot 70
in the opening round and a 74 in the
seond, placing him in a two-way tie
for second individually, four strokes
off the pace set by Adam Grogan of
Murray State.
The men will end their season
when they navel to East Lansing,
Mich., Saturday to play in the
Michigan Stale Invitational.

Senior quarterback Greg Couch
(above) completed five of his 12
passing attempts
Saturday In the
Maroon- White
game, while
Bobby
Washington dove
for one of Ms
two receptions
on the day.
Prograaa/BRIAN
SIMMS

Big sticks come around as OVC season nears end
BY BRIAN SIMMS

Sports editor

Progrosa/BRIAN SIMMS

Jeff Weilman had th

hits hi Easterns 5-3 win over Martin.

During the past couple of weeks,
the Eastern baseball team has found
itt pitching to be its mainstay in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
This past weekend in a threegame series at Tennessee-Martin,
however, ihe Colonels found another pan of their game — tutting.
Eastern collected 29 hits and
some of die usual strong-starting
pitching to take two Of three from
the Skyhawks, vaulting the team lo
fifth place in the OVC standings.
"We think that we've made some
progress," coach Jim Ward said.
That progress has been heading
in the right direction for the
Colonels (15-28. 8-10 OVC) at the
plate. They raised their belting average nine points during the series.
Senior Men Hourigan has been
the culprit of opposing pitchers'
ulcers.
Over the past week, he has gone
12 for 19 at the plate with two home
runs and six runs baaed in. He has
also not conunitted a fielding error in
htt past 21 chances.
"He really stepped up this week,"
Ward said. "He looks like the type of

OHIO VALLEY
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BASEBALL STANDINGS

TEAM

OVC RECORD
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3. SEMO
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9-8
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8-10

tMorahnnd

7-10

7. Murray

8-11

aUT-Martin

5-12

standings as of April 21
player we thought he was going lo be."
In die first game of a double header in the Martin series, the Colonels
fell to the Skyhawks. 7-3.
Eastern gave up all of Martin's runs
in the third, fourth and fifth inning.
"Jason (Irwin) was struggling
with his control," Ward said. "His
pitch count was up."
In the second game, the Colonels
found themselves going against the
league's beat pitcher. Tim Blount.
and they showed him their new
weapon.

Eastern batters touched up Blount
for nine hits and four runs, three
earned, in the 5-3 eight-inning affair.
"We did a pretty good job of not
chasing the bad curve ball, which is
the key." Ward said. "We showed
pretty good discipline at the phae."
In the final game of the series, the
Colonels fought off a late charge by
Martin to preserve a 5-4 win.
Joe Weaiherholtz went five and
two-thirds innings for the win, allowing six hits and three runs.
"Weaiherholtz was throwing a real
strong game and his statistics were
good," Ward said.
Eastern's game with Xavier
Tuesday was canceled due to rain.
Results of the Colonels' game win
Kentucky yesterday were not available at deadline.
Today Eastern returns home to
face Cincinnati at 3 p.m. at Turkey
Hughes Field.
This weekend the Colonels will
welcome to town first place Austin
Peay (32-15.12-5) for their but OVC
series of the year.
The Governors lead the conference in pitching and hitting.

Tmeaaerto
"We still have a chance for third, bat
we could also drop to sixth."
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OVCs not pleasant to tennis Relays
next for
track

It's almost here!
III.Ml' I--MK' l I

BY BRIAN SIMMS

\<l\ ci lixor

Sports 9dtor~

Ohio VeJUcy Conference opponencs haven': been Km pleasant to
the Eastern men's and women's tennis teams this season. Nor were they
friendly in the season-ending OVC
tournament in Nashville.
Both Eastern squads finished in
the bottom half of the conference this
weekend, the men claiming seventh
and the women sixth.
"We did about as good as we could
have done," coach Tom Higgins said
The men (12-14) lost their two
first-round matches (4-0 to Murray
State and 4-2 to Austin Peay), but
defeated eighth-seeded Tennessee
State 4-0 to finish second from last.
The Colonels, seeded seventh,
failed to win a set against the Racers.
"We were playing well, but their
big guns were better," Higgins said.
Eastern bounced back in the next
match and gave the Governors a nipand-tuck battle until the finish,
Higgins said.
Higgins said his squads' best match
came against the Tigers on Saturday.
The women (8-15) lost in their
opening-round match (5-2 to Murray
State), but came back to defeat
Austin Peay 5-4. They then lost in the
third round to Tennessee-Martin 5-4.
Those matches were really
close," Higgins said.
The women found themselves
tied 4-4 against both Martin and
Peay with the outcome riding on the
last singles match.
Olivia Nichols, down 2-0 in the
last set. fought back to give the team
the win, but Nicki Edwards fell to
her Martin opponent 6-4,7-5.
'•Our kids got the most out of this
tournament than moat of the year,"
Higgins said.

This past weekend's Ohio Valley
Conference outdoor track championships mirrored the indoor version.
At indoor, Ike distance runners
brought home most of the points for
the women.
For outdoor, distance specialists
Mandy Jones, Sarah Blossom,
Jamie King and Sonja Smith earned
over half of the team's 127-point,
third-place finish.
Add to this group sprinter Felicia
Hawkins, and these five competitors scored 80 of the Lsdy Colonels'

Danielle Lewis
Jenica Lyness
Kristen Shrout
Kelly Wallace

The men seemed fourth place.
Out of six field events, the
Colonels only bad participants in
two competitions — the javelin and
long jump.
Keene Bryant went airborne long
jumping to fifth place. Titus Ngeno
was hunting the conference title, but
finished second in the javelin.
Erdmaaa said he is satisfied
with the Colonels' finish.
"Overall, considering we didn't
contest in some events, we were relatively pleased," he said.
The team will be spread over
three meets this weekend.
Some members will travel to the
Drake Relays.
Other members will stay close to
Richmond competing in the
Kentucky Open at the University of
Kentucky.

Maybe the world can get along without AOn,
but it can't get along without the ideals in
which we stand.

Mother's Day
Mayl2,1996
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BY CHAD QUEEN

Softball took a break from Ohio
Valley Conference play this weekend
at the Frost Cutlery Tournament in
Chattanooga.

Due to bad weather, the Colonels
only got in their opening game against
regionally-ranked Illinois-Chicago.
» A three-run second inning was all
Chicago needed to defeat coach Jane

Worthington's squad 3-0.
The Colonels (11-31,9-9) stand in
a three-way tie for third in the Ohio
Valley Conference. In this season,
opponents have attempted 67 stolen
bases, being caught eight times.
Wonhington said she has a twofold prescription for victory.
"We need to throw out some runners and take care of the little
things," wbrthington said
Some of the "little things"

Wonhington mentioned deal with
defensive strategy and being consistent
Eastern is in die midst of an eightgame home series against OVC competition.
On Saturday at noon, the team
plays a double-header against
Tennessee-Martin. The next day
Eastern comes back at noon against
the OVCs top team, Southeast
Missouri State.

Bo
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SIZING IN
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• Mother's Day Lizzie High
•Cake, Yankee & Gourmet Candles
• Carasol Horses & Music Boxes
• Spring Wreaths, Arrangements & Swa^s
• Gingerbread Items
• Bunnies by the Bay
• Department 56 Villages,
Snow Babies & Snow Bunnies
• Lamps, Pewter, Brass, Pottery
& much, much, much, more...

Softball to host six games over three days
Assistant sports editor

,ul l>\ noon Monday,

The sisters of
Alpha Omicron Pi proudly present
our outstanding new initiates

PROGRESS STAFF MFOKT

ProgrMS/BRIAN SIMMS
Senior John Dewey was 2-0 In his singles matches at the
OVCs. The team, however, finished seventh In the tourney.

Thursday, April 25,1996 B7

On Monday, the mm closes out
the regular season in double-header
style against Tennessee State at 3 p.m.
"I think they realize how important these games are," Wonhington
said. "SEMO's right out in front, but
everybody else is bunched together."
The Colonels tame whh Marshall
Tuesday was canceled due to rain.
Results from yesterday's games
against Morehead State were not
available at deadline.

Mon. - Sat. 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sun. 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.
139 N. Keeneland Dr. 624-0025

EXPERIENCE
THE '96 GAMES!

ATLANTA. GEORGIA
3 NIGHT CAMPING PACKAGES!

At our All-inclusive Campsite!
All Packages Includi:

liomonty

»209

• Great Campsite Only 19 rrales
from downtown Atlanta!
per person • Contmantal Breakfasts and
Dinner Buffets at Campsile
• 2 TietHs to the Games!
•Much More! Cat for dttais!

m
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Pink Flamingo

13 and bnnq this coupon

your next transaction

Laundn & Tanning ('<».

minimum $100 transaction

620 liig Hill Ave. • 623-0076

University Shopping Center
(Near What Dixie)

7: Ml .i.iii. to in p.m. Mon-Sal
10

.I.III

Join Eirthbound for a once in a lifetime
experience in Atlanta this summer!

tu III pin. Sun

are very limited!
Bites going last! CAU NOW!
ear thboundad ventures
1 800 513-4986

623-1199

PATIO
$1BEBRS
at

Madison
Garden
^_»>a * n

a o

B

i i

i

152 N. MADISON AVE.
623-9720

Now you can tell your parents
You're eating well.
The new A.l. Thick ft Hearty Steak ft Cheese.

Surprise your folks.
When yon stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny

tiawNiseJr.

talent of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive

^SUBWflV"

with Vivarin*. One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.

VIVAWN
623-3458 • Call ahead for pickup

SDc~~~~.
Use only as dvtcieu

CAMS

539 Leighway Drive, Eastern Bypass Opposite Denny's
Mon.-Fri. 10a.m.-11pm.; Sat. and Sun.10:30a.m.-11pm.

Revive with Vivarin!
(
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Eastern golfer hit
links at early age
BY KEHRA PETERS

Contributing writer
While moat girts were playing
house
and
Barbie,
Erica
Montgomery was playing on the
greens. She started playing golf
when she was just six years old.
Rather than pay for a baby sitter,
Montgomery's parents would take
her and her younger sister Sami on
their golf outings to the Hickory Hill
Country Club in Liberty.
Fifteen years after those first golf
outings
with
her
parents,
Montgomery, a junior, plays golf for
the Lady Colonels.
"I want to be playing golf when
I'm 70," Montgomery said. "I just
want to play with my husband and
teach my kids how to play.**
Montgomery has traveled across
the United Slates playing in prestigious tournaments.
In one, the American Junior Golf
Association
for
Women
Championship
in
Arizona,
Montgomery played with the top 85
female golfers under the age of 18
from all over the world.
Montgomery has played in the

Kentucky Women's Stale Amateur
Championship four times and was
the Junior Qualifier at 17, making
her the youngest qualifier in the
tourney's history.
"Erica is in the position to be a
leader with her past golf experience," coach Sandy Martin said.
"She has the personality to draw
people lo her."
In her senior year of high school,
Montgomery was offered several
golf scholarships from universities
such as Tulane, Purdue, Memphis
Stale and Stetson University.
She signed with Western
Kentucky for a full scholarship,
however, to stay close to her family.
After one year, she transferred to
Eastern to be near her boyfriend.
While at Eastern, Montgomery
has been runner-up at the University
of Dayton Lady Flyer Classic. She
was also named to the AllTournament team at the Tennessee
Tech Invitational.
Montgomery said her best memories are playing with her sister.
"Sami wouldn't be the golfer she
is today if she hadn't been so competitive with me," she said.

Main
Street
@

116E. M*'nSt.
Richmond, K Y

This Wrek's Special
Balloon Bouquets

$10 & up

Cash & Carry
Balloons: with candy,
mugs, gift boxes sets,
bath oil, and stuffed
animals
MOB.

Progress/MARIE MOFFITT

Junior Erica Montgomery finished seventh overall In this years
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament with a total of 244.

Spring Arts fl Grafts Show

623-3305 or 1-0OO-2M-66O7

THURSDAY. APRIL 25
03 P.M.
U of CINCINNATI BEARCATS

Across from Arlngton Golf Club
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(DOUBLEHEADER)
SUNDAY. APRIL 28
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@ 1 P.M.
AUSTIN PEAY

E
S

EKU SOFTBALL
SATURDAY. APRIL 27
@ 1 P.M.
U of TENNESSEE-MARTIN
SKYHAWKS
(DOUBLEHEADER)
H

SUNDAY. APRIL 28
@N00N
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI ST U
OTAHKIANS
(DOUBLEHEADER)
H

MONDAY, APRIL 29
03 P.M.
TENNESSEE ST U
LADY TIGERS
(DOUBLEHEADER)
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$0.95

FEATURING JC PENNEY, GOODY'S. CINEMARK a
AND OVER 40 SPECIALTY SHOPS.
OPEN MON -SAT. 10 AM - 9 PM; SUN. 12:30 • 6 PM

Cash & Carry only

Y

AUSTIN PEAY STATE U
GOVERNORS
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@1 P.M.
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SATURDAY, APRIL 27

Browse and enjoy the
unique handcrafted items
by Kentucky artists.

1505 Lexington Kd.

A Place to
Buy & Sell Quality
New & Used Books
606-624-9314

thru Fri. 10 a an. til 6 p JB,
Sat9aJi.ti2p.i.

T
U
R
K
E
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Qkadufyvids Tfouttr

Doien
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BOOKS

623-0453
£3
Second Street |fl|

•30 EKU BY PASS • RICHMOND KV • 6M-C232111

Kelly Is Vour Summer
Job Connection
We value you as an employee and look
forward to placing you on assignments
.that enhance you skills and experience.
Office Services
Light Industrial
Marketing
Technical
And tell your friends about Kelly, because getting workplace
experience today can make a big difference tomorrow.

KELLY

Call us today!
1-800-774-2840
(606) 525-8770

J

V

SERVICE*

a.

V

\*
/

Bring Us Your
steelier.

201 Carriage Gate Center
625-1036

10 Wolff Tanning
Units
♦ *

» r-S

Mon. thru Fri.. April 29 thru May 3, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Mon. thru Fri., May 6 thru 10, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday, May 4, 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

$19.96

pBODKSTORE
CINl! I-"t CAMPUS

Book BuybacJc
It Pays to Be Part of It.
We buy books that can be reused here, or on other campuses.

a Jump
fart on
ummer
10 visits only
t

Pile up your textbooks and
bring them to Book Buy back, weli give you
cash for them. But, you can't cash in,
unless you come in.

vKCtZU.

'mas*

Must present student ID with ad.
Extended hours. Must present ad.
fer expires 5-10-96.
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Advertisers
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Added Touch Florist B8
Alpha Omicron Pi B7
Athletic Marketing B8
Apollo's Pizza B4
Captain D's B5
Check Exchange B7
Earthbound Adventures B7
EKU Bookstore A3. B8, B2
Fitness Now A4
Ford Motor Company B4
Gift Box B7
Hardee's A5
Ice Cream Shop B4

Kelly Services B8
Lanes's Hairstyling A5
Lexington Bartending School
B4
Madison Gardens B2, B7
Main Street Books B8
MCIA6
•
Merle Norman A5
Paco's B2

Payless Shoes B5
PC Systems B3
Perfect Tan B8
Pink Flamingo A4, B7
Planet Sun A5
Recordsmith B2
Regis Hairstyling B5
Richmond Mall B8
Richmond Mall Movies B2
ShackelforcTs Florist B8
Subway B5. B7
Toyota Motor Co. B2
UBSA4
University Cinemas B2
Vivarin B7
Wize Auto B3

REWARD
YOURSELF!

Pomiac Sunfire SE Convertible
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Graduates Get $400 From GM!
If you .ire about to graduate, have recently graduated from a two-or four-year college,
or are a graduate student, you may qualify! You can receive a $400 certificate good
toward any new Chevrolet/Geo or Pontiac purchased or leased from a participating
dealer, when you qualify and finance through your Chevrolet/Geo or Pontiac Dealer
and GMAC. Best of all, this special discount is available in addition to most other
rebates and incentives.

Financing Options That Are Right For You!
Once you've telected a car or truck, GMAC makes it easy to find the financing
option that's right for you...from traditional purchase to SMARTLEASE by GMAC
or GMAC SMARTBUY.

Participate Today!
To receive your $400 certificate and other program information, please call:

1-800-964-GRAD
CM Pontiac IX.iki lot details. GM reserves the right to change
Sti youi participatingI Chevrolet/Geo
ciu
01 HJ(lhlr.m Ihi
this oflc-r. »i|996 General Minors Corporation. All rights reserved
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GM COLLEGE GRAD PROGRAM
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ROCHESTER Ml 48308-9977
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